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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Relation extraction is a core problem in natural language processing. Extracting rela-

tions is generally defined as linking two text chunks with a label. For example, relations such

as president of and married to are common in information extraction [5]. Within com-

putational semantics, relations capture several associations including spatial and temporal

knowledge [30, 35].

Possession extraction is a relation extraction task with focus on a single relation –

possession. Possession is the state of having or owning an entity. McGregor [6] defines

possession as:

[it] potentially covers a wide range of conceptual relations between entities,

including, for human beings, between persons and their body-parts and

products, between persons and their kin, between persons and their repre-

sentations (e.g. names, photographs), between persons and their material

belongings (animate and inanimate items they own), (...) and so on.

This dissertation elaborates on the approaches I take on extracting possessions and

their attributes. Chapter 1 provides definitions on possessions, motivation for extracting

possessions, and a summary of my research contributions in extracting possessions. Chap-

ter 2 details the existing literature on possessions and how this dissertation differs from the

available literature. Chapter 3 elaborates on extracting possessions, types of possession and

temporal anchors of possession at the sentence level. Chapter 4 introduces co-possessions

and possession durations, and presents techniques to extract them. Chapter 5 temporally

anchors possession with respect to a year at document level. Chapter 6 elaborates on ex-

tracting possessions from multiple communication modalities. Chapter 7 presents elaborate

annotation strategies to capture change of possessions at the document level and to generate

a possession timeline. Chapter 8 presents conclusions of my research.
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1.1. Definitions

Possession is an asymmetric semantic relation between two entities, where one entity

(the possessee) belongs to the other entity (the possessor) [52]. When it comes to defining

possession, belongs includes a wide range of relationships, including (hereafter, I use x to

refer to the possessor, and y to refer to the possessee) kinship (e.g., [my]x oldest [son]y),

part-whole (e.g., the [car]x’s [dashboard]y), physical and temporary possession (e.g., [I]x have

John’s [book]y), possession of something intangible (e.g., [John]x got the [flu]y last year) and

proximity (e.g., The [shelf ]x in the living room has a [glass sculpture]y).

Possession relations can be divided into alienable (also referred to as acquired, trans-

ferable, non-intimate, etc.) and inalienable (also referred to as inherent, inseparable, in-

timate, etc.). Possessees that can be separated from their possessors are alienable, and

possessees that cannot normally be separated from their possessors are inalienable [22]. For

example, [John]x’s [condo]y is alienable, and [John]x’s [arm]y is inalienable (some previous

works would call the latter a part-whole relation instead [58]). Control possession is defined

as a relation in which the possessor has temporary access or control of the possessee [56], but

does not alienably possess it (e.g., [John]x borrowed the [car]y for the weekend). Following

the aforecited works, possession goes beyond ownership of property.

Possession relations can be expressed in a wide variety of syntactic constructions,

including noun phrases (e.g., [John]x’s [car]y only has two seats) and clauses (e.g., [John]x

bought a [blue car]y last week). The subject of a verb can map to either the possessor

as exemplified above, or to the possessee (e.g., The [car]y belongs to [John]x) [3]. Beyond

predicates that express caused possession (e.g., give, pass, sell, trade) [12], possession can be

implicitly encoded. Every language has a way of expressing possessive relationships [3]. The

making and the conceptualization of these vary across language and cultures. Possession

relationships are found in languages not just through definite possessive constructions (e.g.,

[John]x’s [car]y), but also through other linguistic phenomena. Also, though most languages

have clear possessive constructions, these constructions do not necessarily always indicate a

possession. Lyons[33] supports this saying:
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[I]t is only a minority of what are traditionally called possessive construc-

tions that have anything to do with property or possession.

In addition to the semantic sense of possessions, natural languages can provide infor-

mation about the change of possession, duration of possession, the liquid nature of possession

[7], and the absence of possession.

Possessions are ubiquitous and understudied from a computational perspective. Within

computational linguistics, possession relations have usually been studied as part of larger

studies that target any relation between arguments connected with a strict syntactic pattern

(e.g., possessive constructions, nominals), as described in Section 4.2. Additionally, previous

efforts have mostly targeted alienable possession—or alternatively, ownership.

Possessions can be found in different communication modalities. Images, videos and

audios are useful in extracting possessions that are not explicitly found in text. Possessions

can be extracted from a single communication modality or jointly from multiple communi-

cation modalities.

1.2. Motivation

Extracting possessions and their attributes have several advantages.

(i) Possession of an entity may entail possession of a skill. For example, possessing a

bike indicates being able to ride bikes.

(ii) Recommendation systems could benefit from possessions. If a person recently pos-

sessed a house, they would be interested in other household items. Knowing a

person has a new-born (kinship possession) would help recommendation systems to

suggest baby products. Detecting an abstract possession (John had a headache for

the past three months) could be helpful for clinical support systems to diagnose

medical conditions.

(iii) For historical artifacts of great value (paintings like Mona Lisa and Guernica, which

are worth million dollars), it is important to know the possessors, the transfer of

possession, and their possession timeline to prove their provenance.
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(iv) Unauthorized objects and weapons possessed by a group or an individual can be

detected from transcripts of suspicious telephone conversations to signal and avoid

crimes or illegal activities.

(v) Possession knowledge could be used in dialog systems to ensure personalized con-

versations. Carebots which are intended to help the elderly would highly benefit

from possession knowledge (e.g.to refill medicines).

(vi) Assuming the minimum possessions of a person based on their personal, social, and

economic status, extracting their current possessions would be useful in predicting if

the person satisfies the minimum requirements. For example, extracting possessions

are useful to check if a physically challenged person (a) has the required equipment

to make his life easier (b) if not, notify a voluntary-based organization that could

help in getting them the required equipment. This could be especially beneficial in

underdeveloped countries to find the status of the people’s lives and help them.

(vii) Possessions can be useful in understanding personality and well-being of person.

In particular, insights about what makes people happy and studying if they are

correlated to possessions is interesting.

1.3. Research Contributions

I started working on sentence level possessions and their attributes, moving to docu-

ment level possessions. Later, I extracted possessions from multiple communication modali-

ties including an image and text. Finally, I present dense annotations without any resistric-

tions to assess the difficulty of the possession extraction task. The research contributions

made during this process are presented here.

(1) Extracting possessions and their types and temporal anchors at the sentence level.

(a) Techniques to generate plausible possessor-possessee pairs at the sentence level

(b) Annotations for possession existence, possession type and temporal anchors of

possession over the generated possessor-possessee pairs

(c) Detailed corpus analysis over the annotated corpus
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(d) Traditional machine learning and neural network models to extract possessions

and their attributes

(e) Error analysis comparing the best performing classifier over the gold corpus

(2) Extracting possession duration and co-possessions

(a) Annotations for possession durations using lower bound and upper bound values

and co-existing possessions

(b) Empirically derived possession duration bounds based on the distribution of

annotated lower and upper bounds, as opposed to defining arbitrarily.

(c) Detailed corpus analysis over the possession duration and co-possessions corpus

(d) Machine learning models to extract possession duration and co-possessions

(3) Capturing change of possessors over time: A case study with Artworks

(a) Techniques to generate plausible possessor-year pairs from the Wikipedia source

mentioned in (3)

(b) Annotations for change of possession with respect to years

(c) Detailed corpus analysis over the corpus temporally anchoring possessors to

years

(d) An ensemble model to predict change of possessions with respect to years

(4) Extracting possessions from social media: Images complement language

(a) Annotations for possession existence, possession type, temporal anchors, and

interest in possessee from images and text in social media

(b) Detailed corpus analysis on the possession corpus on social media

(c) Machine learning models with both text and image as input to predict each of

the annotated labels

(d) Extracting change of possessions and generating possession timelines at docu-

ment level

(5) Wikipossessions: Possession timeline generation

(a) Annotations to capture the change of possessions, certainty of possessors, the

durations of possession, temporal anchors of possession, certainty of temporal

5



anchors and the orders of possession

(b) Evaluation techniques to validate each attribute involved in the change of pos-

sessions as mentioned in step (a)

(c) Baseline models to predict each attribute described in step (a)

Overall, this dissertation presents techniques to (a) extract possessions without rigid

syntactic constraints; (b) extract attributes of possession including types and temporal an-

chors; (c) define the arity of possession through co-possessions, and extract possession du-

rations; (d) extract change of possessions and generate possession timelines; and (e) extract

possessions from social media including text and images.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter details the existing literature on possessions, their types and their na-

ture from a linguistic perspective. Later, the computational approaches used in identifying

possessions are presented.

2.1. Possessions in Linguistics

The literature has studied possession relations extensively from theoretical and con-

ceptual points of views. The most influential works in the area are succinctly presented

here.

The very definition of possession is not set in stone. Aikhenvald [2] distinguishes three

core meanings for possessive noun phrases that occur across languages: ownership (of prop-

erty), whole-part (often referred to as part-whole), and kinship. Following a cross-linguistic

perspective, she discusses possessions and time (present and former possession relationships,

e.g., my tooth vs. my former axe), temporary and permanent possession (e.g., borrow vs.

acquire) and others. Heine [22] classifies possession relationships depending on the possessor

and possessee. First, he makes a distinction between human (e.g., [I]x have a [house]y) and

non-human possessors (e.g. [This house]x has [two bedrooms]y). Second, he differentiates

three kinds of possession depending on the possessee: concrete possession (e.g., [I]x have

[two cats]y), social possession (e.g., [I]x have [two sisters]y), and abstract possession (e.g.,

[I]x have [an idea]y). Miller [36] differentiates between three kinds of possession: inherent, ac-

cidental, and physical; and provide the following example: He owns an umbrella (inherent),

but she’s borrowed it (accidental), though she doesn’t have it with her (physical).

Possession relations have also been defined in terms of parameters. For example,

Stassen [52] considers two parameters (permanent contact and control). These parameters

are binary, and four kinds of possessions emerge from combining them: alienable (permanent

contact: +, control: +), inalienable (+, -), temporary (-, +), and abstract (-, -).
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Heine [22] defines five parameters: human possessor, concrete possessee, spatial prox-

imity, temporal permanence, and control. Combining these parameters, he defines 7 kinds of

possessions: alienable, physical, temporary, inalienable, abstract, inanimate inalienable and

inanimate alienable possession.

Tham [56] presents four types of possession: (a) inalienable (e.g., John has a daugh-

ter), (b) alienable (e.g., John has a car), (c) control (e.g., John has the car (for the weekend)),

and (d) focus (e.g., John has the window (to clean)).

Another interesting aspect is the similarity of possessive constructs over locative con-

structs [54]. In many of world’s languages, possessives are expressed by locative markers.

Subrahmanyam [54] argues that possessors are locations at linguistic level and have the same

syntactic structure.

2.2. Possession in Computational Linguistics

Automatic extraction of possession relations have been mostly studied as one of the

many relations encoded in a given syntactic construction. For example, Tratz and Hovy [58]

extract semantic relations within English possessives. They propose a set of 18 relations, e.g.

temporal (e.g., [today]x’s [rates]y), extent (e.g., [6 hours]y’ [drive]x). Their controller / owner

/ user relation (one relation with three aliases) is the closest relation to the possession rela-

tions that is targeted in my work. Extracting semantic relations between noun compounds

[39, 57] usually includes extracting possession relations, e.g., [family]x [estate]y. Blodgett

and Schneider [14] present a corpus of web reviews annotating genitives with adpositional

supersenses, finding that this inventory works well for canonical possessives. These previous

works extract all semantic relations—including possessions—between arguments that follow

a syntactic construction.

FrameNet, the lexico graphic database of frames [9] has a dedicated frame for pos-

session. The core elements of the frame correspond to the possessor and the possessee.

The non-core elements of the frame attempt to fill the attributes of possession as previ-

ously discussed, including the duration and the manner of possession. The related frames

(Frame-frame relations) are useful in understanding the transfer of possessions. The lexical
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units directly relate to possession and include most verbs of possession (have, own, possess,

got, etc.). Although FrameNet-style semantic role labelers theoretically strives to capture

possessions using a structured format, it fails when possessions are implicit. It is unable to

extract possessions whenever the possession is inferred as a result of linguistic features like

presupposition and entailment. For example, in the sentence She was eating from a plate,

the semantic role labelers trained using FrameNet are not able to capture that She possesses

the plate.

The work by Banea and Mihalcea [10] is the only one on extracting possession relations

without imposing syntactic constraints. Banea et al. [11] builds a corpus working with

personal blogs, and present results on automatic extraction of possession using a naive bayes

approach. Using multiple modalities (e.g., text and images) to better solve some task is not

new. Among many others, Specia et al. [51] propose multimodal machine translation and

to generate an image caption into a target language given the image and the same caption

in a source language. a multimodal machine translation task, in which the source language

image captions are translated to a target language captions using image features. Another

approach to solve a problem using multiple modalities is by Moon et al. [38] who show that

named entity recognition benefits from taking into account both text and images.

These previous efforts are an inspiration for the work presented here.

2.3. How Does this Dissertation Differ from Previous Work?

Unlike most other previous works, this work does not extract possessions by enforcing

a strict pattern (neighboring words), but extract possessions across entities that appear far

from each other in a sentence, or from entities that occur in different sentences in a paragraph.

Additionally, this is the first work to extract possession type (alienable or control) and to

temporally anchor possessions.

Though Banea et al. [11] extract possession durations by indicating if a possession

is temporary or permanent (< a day or > a day), they do not capture the actual duration

of possession. The methodology presented here to annotate possession durations is heavily

inspired by previous work on determining event durations by Pan et al. [40]. As we shall
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see, I derive sound time intervals for possession durations from lower and upper temporal

bounds. There are no previous works on extracting co-possessions and this is the first work

to extract co-possessions, where a possessee may have multiple possessors at the same time.

In addition, I am the first to generate possession timelines. Though Banea et al. [11]

extract possessions at document level, they do not capture the change of possessions or

generate possession timelines. The Wikipossessions corpus includes gold standard possession

timelines and baseline models to automatically generate possession timelines. An evaluation

technique is presented to validate a system predicting the possession timeline. Furthermore,

I present a simple yet effective strategy to temporally anchor possessions for a fixed entity

with respect to a year.

This dissertation also introduces extracting possessions from multiple communication

modalities from social media. In addition to other possession attributes, this work determines

if a person is interested in a concrete physical possession even in the absence of possession.
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CHAPTER 3

MINING POSSESSIONS: EXISTENCE, TYPE AND TEMPORAL ANCHORS

This chapter presents a corpus and experiments to mine possession relations from text.

Specifically, I target alienable and control possessions, and assign temporal anchors indicating

when the possession holds between possessor and possessee. I present new annotations for

this task, and experimental results using both traditional classifiers and neural networks.

Results show that the three subtasks (predicting possession existence, possession type and

temporal anchors) can be automated.

3.1. Overview

In this chapter, I elaborate on extracting possessions at sentence level. I start by

pairing people (plausible possessors) with concrete objects (plausible possessees). Then, I

determine whether a possession relation exists, and if so, (a) determine the type (alienable or

control) and (b) assign temporal anchors with respect to the verb of which the possessor is the

subject. I target all verbs, not only prototypical verbs of possession (e.g., have, get). Thus,

my approach extracts possessions intuitive to humans when there is no specific possession

cue (e.g., I extract a control possession from The [computer]y at work was slow, [I]x didn’t get

anything done). The main contributions of this work are: (a) deterministic procedure to pair

plausible possessors and possessees; (b) corpus annotating possession existence, possession

type and temporal anchors; (c) detailed corpus analysis including label distributions by verb

and possessee; (d) experimental results with traditional learning and neural networks; and

(e) model comparison and error analysis providing insights into the most salient sources of

information to automate the task.

3.2. Related Work

Within computational linguistics, possession relations have been primarily studied

as one of the many relations encoded in a given syntactic construction as explained in

Section 2.1. As a result of the strict syntactic constructions chosen by these previous works,
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they only target possession relations between possessors and possessees that appear nearby—

either consecutive tokens or within a window of three tokens. Unlike them, this work does not

only extract possession relations but also indicate the possession type (alienable or control)

and temporally relation the possession relation to indicate when it holds. Additionally, the

approach presented here is not restricted to (a) rigid syntactic patterns between possessor

and possessee, or (b) possessors and possessees that appear nearby.

As previously discussed in Section 2.1, there is only one previous work on extracting

possession relations without imposing syntactic constraints [10]. The authors work with

personal blogs, and determine whether possession relations hold between authors of blogs

and concrete nouns in theirs blogs. Regarding time, they target possession relations at

the time of the utterance (i.e., when the blog posts were published). Their definition of

possession relations includes alienable and control possessions, but they do not distinguish

between them. Unlike them, I distinguish between alienable and control possessions, and

assign temporal relations with respect to an event in which the possessor participates.

3.3. A Corpus of Possession Relations

I create a corpus1 following two steps. First, I generate intra-sentential pairs (x, y) of

potential possessors (x) and possessees (y). Second, I annotate whether a possession exists,

and if so, I also annotate the possession type and temporal relations. Generating pairs

apriori proved more effective than giving annotators plain text and asking them to annotate

possessions.

I add the annotations to OntoNotes [26]. Doing so has two advantages. First,

OntoNotes contains texts from several domains and genres (e.g., conversational telephone

speech, weblogs, broadcast), thus I not only work with newswire. Second, OntoNotes in-

cludes part-of-speech tags, named entities and parse trees, three annotation layers that allow

us to streamline the corpus creation process.

1Available at http://dhivyachinnappa.com
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Synsets Glosses

antiquity.n.03 an artifact surviving from the past

block.n.01 a solid piece of something (usually having flat rectangular sides)

cone.n.01 any cone-shaped artifact

container.n.01 any object that can be used to hold things (especially a large metal boxlike object of

standardized dimensions that can be loaded from one form of transport to another)

covering.n.02 an artifact that covers something else (usually to protect or shelter or conceal it)

deckern.02 (often used in combinations) something constructed with multiple levels

device.n.01 an instrumentality invented for a particular purpose

fabric.n.01 artifact made by weaving or felting or knitting or crocheting natural or synthetic fibers

fixture.n.01 an object firmly fixed in place (especially in a household)

float.n.06 something that floats on the surface of water

furnishing.n.02 (usually plural) the instrumentalities (furniture and appliances and other movable

accessories including curtains and rugs) that make a home (or other area) livable

insert.n.02 an artifact that is inserted or is to be inserted

layer.n.01 single thickness of usually some homogeneous substance

lemon.n.05 an artifact (especially an automobile) that is defective or unsatisfactory

marker.n.01 some conspicuous object used to distinguish or mark something

plaything.n.01 an artifact designed to be played with

ready-made.n.01 a manufactured artifact (as a garment or piece of furniture) that is made in advance

and available for purchase

squeaker.n.01 any artifact that makes a squeaking sound when used

strip.n.02 artifact consisting of a narrow flat piece of material

vehicle.n.01 a conveyance that transports people or objects

Table 3.1. WordNet synsets and their glosses used to select possessees (y)

when generating pairs (x, y). lemma.n.y indicates the yth synset of noun

lemma.

3.3.1. Pairing Potential Possessors and Possessees

I generate pairs (x, y) such that it is plausible that x is the possessor of possessee y

following these steps:

(1) Collect as potential possessors all person named entities and personal pronouns

(part-of-speech tag PRP) I, you, he, she, we and they.

(2) Discard potential possessors that are not the nominal subject (nsubj syntactic de-
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possessee (y) is

subsumed by

possessor (x) is a

pronoun person NE All

device.n.01 295 74 369

container.n.01 189 30 219

covering.n.02 138 54 192

vehicle.n.01 124 36 160

fabric.n.01 6 7 13

block.n.01 9 2 11

plaything.n.01 3 2 5

fixture.n.01 4 0 4

antiquity.n.01 2 0 2

other 4 0 4

All 774 205 979

Table 3.2. Counts of pairs (x, y) generated per type of potential possessor (x )

and possessee (y).

pendency) of a verb. Let us name that verb verbx.

(3) For each possessor, collect as potential possessees all nouns reachable from verbx in

the dependency tree and subsumed in WordNet [37] by the synsets in Table 3.1.

Step 1 selects most people, as possessors are usually animate [2]. I do not consider

possessive pronouns as they were targeted in previous work [58]. Step 2 reduces the number

of potential possessors, but note that I do not impose any restriction on verbx, which may

or may not be a verb of caused possession [12]. Finally, Step 3 restricts the kind of objects

considered as possessees. Note that the selection of potential possessors and possessees uses

syntactic constraints (Steps 2 and 3), but my constraints are much less rigid than previous

work (Section 2.1) and allow for distant possessor-possessee pairs.

I defined the list of synsets in Step 3 (Table 3.1) after manual examination of the

WordNet hierarchy and prior to generating pairs. More specifically, I traversed the noun

hierarchy following hyponymy relations from the root (i.e., entity,n.01 ), and selected synsets
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Domain % distribution

Newswire 22

Broadcast news 22

Broadcast conversation 20

Web data 17

Telephone conversation 1

Magazine 18

Table 3.3. Distribution of possessor-possessee pairs across various domains of OntoNotes.

if all their children may be possessees. All synsets selected are subsumed by artifact.n.01, and

all but container.n.01, device.n.01, furnishing.n.02 and vehicle.n.01 are direct hyponyms of

artifact.n.01.

The total number of pairs generated after executing Steps (1–3) is 2,025. In order to

reduce the annotation effort, I set to annotate 1,000 pairs. After trying several strategies, I

reduce the number of pairs as follows. First, I discard pairs with verbx see, think, believe,

say and tell because pilot annotations revealed that almost no possessions can be extracted

(1,757 pairs left). This observation is confirmed in the analysis of the final corpus: com-

munication and cognition verbs have the lowest percentage of possession existence (Section

6.4). Second, I discard pairs (x, y) such that verbx occurs five or fewer times (979 pairs left).

Table 3.2 presents basic counts per type of possessor (named entity or personal pronoun) and

possessee (WordNet synset). We observe that most potential possessors are pronouns, and

the vast majority of possessees are subsumed by device.n.01, container.n.01, covering.n.02

or vehicle.n.01. Table 3.3 presents the distribution of the generated possessor-possessee pairs

across the various domains of OntoNotes. We observe that the pairs are roughly uniformly

distributed across five domains: newswire, broadcast news, broadcast conversation, web data

and magazine.

Fig. 3.1 shows a sample sentence and the pairs generated. Note that these pairs

include distant possessor-possessee pairs, not only subject-object pairs. Nouns track, rest,
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Figure 3.1. Sample sentence, dependency tree and pairs (x, y) generated

following the steps in Section 3.3.1

.

Polaroid and snapshot are discarded as potential possessees because they are not subsumed

by the synsets in Table 3.1.

3.3.2. Annotating Possession Existence, Possession Type and Temporal Relations

After automatically generating pairs of potential possessors and possessees, annota-

tors validate them manually. Annotations were done in-house, and the annotation interface

showed the current sentence (with the verbx, potential possessor x and potential possessee

y highlighted), as well as the previous and next sentences.

The annotation process includes two major steps. First, annotators decide whether

a possession relation exists between x and y based on the three sentences provided. More

specifically, they choose from the following labels:

• yes if a possession exists at some point of time with respect to verbx;

• never if a possession does not exist at any point of time with respect to verbx;

• unk if it is sound to ask whether x is the possessor of possessee y, but there is not

enough information to choose yes or never; and

• inv if either the potential possessor x is not animate, or the potential possessee y

is nonsensical in the given context.

Second, annotators make two more annotations if the first label is yes:

• Possession type: whether the possession is alienable or control.

• Temporal relations: whether the possession is true at some point of time before,

during, and at some point of time after verbx (three binary decisions).

Following the literature [56], I define alienable possession as a possessor owning a pos-
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Labels % κ

yes, never, unk, inv 86.1 0.79

alienable, control 82.5 0.77

before yes, before no 83.6 0.68

during yes, during no 88.8 0.75

after yes, after no 83.6 0.59

Table 3.4. Inter-annotator agreements (raw percentage and Cohen’s κ).

sessee, and control possession as a possessor having temporary access of a possessee but not

ownership. Annotators were instructed to use world knowledge and interpret the sentences

provided beyond what is explicitly stated. I present annotation examples in Section 3.3.4.

3.3.3. Inter-Annotator Agreement

Two computer science graduate students annotated the corpus. Both of them anno-

tated 35% of all pairs (possession existence, possession type and temporal relations). Inter-

annotator agreements are shown in Table 3.4. Cohen’s κ for possession existence (labels

yes, never, unk or inv) is 0.79. For possession type and temporal relations, which are depen-

dent on possession existence, I calculated inter-annotator agreement over the instances in

which both annotators agree on possession existence. Cohen’s κ for possession type (labels

alienable or control) is 0.77. Annotating whether the possession holds before, during or

after verbx obtains lower coefficients: 0.68, 0.75 and 0.59 respectively. Not surprisingly, the

agreement for during is higher. Note that κ coefficients in the range 0.60–0.80 are considered

substantial, and coefficients over 0.80 are usually considered nearly perfect [8]. Given these

high agreements, the rest of pairs (65%) were annotated once.

3.3.4. Annotation Examples

Annotation examples are presented using selected pairs of possessors and possessees

in Table 3.5.

In Sentence (1), annotators interpreted that the relationship between he and car is an

alienable possession. While not explicitly stated, annotators interpreted that he is an adult,
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Text (sentence of interest and context if relevant), pair (x, y)

and verbx

Label B D A

1 But [he]x had extreme mood swings and [died]verbx in a [car]y

crash driving to work when I was five.

alienable 3 3 7

2 After moving to the unoccupied zone, [Wang]x began

[carving]verbx [seals]y in his spare time to support himself.

alienable 7 7 3

3 [He]y [kept]verbx my father’s [car]y for a year, without writing

a confiscation order for it.

control 7 3 7

4 The horror and the heroics of the USS Cole, when the massive

bomb ripped through the ship, were relived this evening by

one of the crew, Liutenant Ann Chamberlain.

[I]x just [felt]verbx a large—not so much a bang, but, to me,

from where I was, it seemed like something had rammed the

[ship]y.

control 3 3 3

5 [LaToya]x also [described]verbx being awakened in the night

by Joseph wearing a “monster [mask]y.”

never n/a

6 [They]x [asked]verbx him to come to them immediately be-

cause the reported [car]y had been seized.

unk n/a

7 Will your political party straighten up and say, damn it, [we]x

[have]verbx to drop some of our ideological [baggage]y?

inv n/a

Table 3.5. Annotation examples for selected pairs (x, y). Recall that tem-

poral relations (B: before, D: during, A: After) are annotated with respect to

verbx and only if the main label is yes, i.e., if there is an alienable or control

possession relation between x and y

and world knowledge tells us that most adults own the cars they drive unless a modifier

indicates otherwise (e.g., rental car, my father ’s car). Regarding temporal relations, the

possession between he and car is true before and during died, but not after.

Sentence (2) is a common example of alienable possession that is true after verbx.
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Figure 3.2. Label percentages for all verbs and the top 10 most frequent

verbs of which the possessor is the subject. The numbers between parentheses

under each verb indicate frequency.

The subject of a verb of creation (e.g., make, build) often becomes an alienable possessor of

the direct object after the verb, but not before or during (because the object has not come

into being yet).

Sentence (3) and (4) exemplify control possessions. In Sentence (3), He is borrowing

my father’s car for a period of time, and thus He has control over but does not own it.

Regarding temporal relations, nothing in the sentence indicates that He will have control

over the car before or after kept. Note that the procedure to generate pairs would not

generate the pair (father, car), but previous work has targeted possessives [58].

In Example (4), verbx is felt, yet I extract a valid control possession. I is crew member

of a warship and is describing his experience while on board. Annotators understood he had

control possession of the ship (at least partially) before, during and after, as felt did not last

long and there is no indication that I left the boat immediately before or after felt.
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Before During After

yes no yes no yes no

Alienable 69.8 30.2 55.9 44.1 92.6 7.4

Control 28.8 71.2 85.3 14.7 33.3 66.7

All 52.0 48.0 68.7 31.3 67.8 32.2

Table 3.6. Percentages of alienable and control possession relations anno-

tated yes and no per temporal relation (before, during and after) with respect

to verbx.

Sentences (5–7) present examples in which annotators did not annotate a possession

relation (labels never, unk, and inv). In Sentence (5), the mask belongs to Joseph. There is

no indication that a possession relation exists between LaToya and mask, although LaToya

was in close spatial proximity of the mask worn by Joseph. In Sentence (6), it is the case

that They have some knowledge about the car that was seized, and it appears that him—

not They—may be the alienable possessor. It is unclear, however, whether They and car

are related by a control possession, thus annotators chose label unk. Finally, Sentence (7)

exemplifies label inv. While baggage is most of the time a concrete object that passes the

restrictions on potential possessees (Table 3.1), in this context, it is part of the metaphor

ideological baggage. Since I only target concrete possessees, annotators chose inv.

3.4. Corpus Analysis

Fig. 3.2 presents label percentages for all verbs and the top 10 most frequent

verbs. Overall, I extract possession relations from 36.5% of pairs (20.6%: alienable, 15.9%:

control), and determine that no possession exists (label never) from 38.8% of pairs. Only

5.8% of pairs are annotated unk, and the higher percentage of inv (18.9%) is mostly due to po-

tential possessees that can only be possessed in certain contexts, e.g., compare [They]x asked

[regulators]y to suggest new ways to [. . . ] (label inv) vs. [They]x replaced the [regulators]y

to control the flow of water (label yes). When a possession holds, the most likely possession

type is alienable (all verbs, 20.5% vs. 15.9%). We note, however, that control is the most
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Figure 3.3. Distribution of possession existence and possession type per

WordNet synset of the possessee. The numbers between parentheses indicate

frequency of possession existence and possession type labels respectively.

likely possession type for many of the top 10 most frequent verbs: go (23% vs. 18%), take

(29% vs. 21%), use (43% vs. 24%), be (35% vs. 8%), and look (17% vs. 12%). Note that

several verbs with high percentages of alienable and control labels are not prototypical

verbs of possession (e.g., go, use, know).

Table 3.4 presents the distribution of possession types per temporal relation with re-

spect to verbx (binary flags for before, during and after). Alienable and control possessions

show opposite trends for before and after, and substantially different distributions for during.

The vast majority of control possessions are true during verbx (85.3% vs. 14.7%), as well

as a more modest majority of alienable possessions (55.9% vs. 44.1%). Alienable and con-

trol possessions, however, have opposite temporal relations for before and after. Specifically,

most alienable possessions are true before and after verbx (69.8% and 92.6% respectively),

and most control possessions are not true before and after verbx (71.2% and 66.7%). Fig. 3.3
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Figure 3.4. Distribution of possession existence and possession type over the

lexical group of verbx. The numbers between parentheses indicate frequency

of possession existence and possession type labels respectively

.

presents the distribution of possession existence labels (labels yes, never and unk) and pos-

session type labels (labels alienable and control) per WordNet synset of the possessee.

Regarding possession existence (Fig. 3.3, left column for each synset), the lower percentage

of unk (2%) with synset vehicle.n.01 (car, plane, train, etc.) indicates that it is straightfor-

ward to decide whether a possession exists when the potential possessee is a vehicle (labels

yes/never vs. unk). The container.n.01 (bag, basket, bowl, etc.) also has a relatively low

percentage of unk (16%). We note, however, the yes and never labels are almost uniformly

distributed across all synsets, thus the synset of the possessee is insufficient to differentiate

between these labels.

Regarding possession type (Fig. 3.3, right columns for each synset), we observe that

the synset covering.n.02, which mostly includes clothing items (jacket, blanket, etc.), is

usually alienably possessed (81%). We also observe that possessees subsumed by vehicle.n.01
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Figure 3.5. Distribution of possession existence and possession type over the

tense of verbx. The numbers between parentheses indicate frequency.

(plane, aircraft, train, etc.) are involved in more control than alienable possessions (64%

vs. 36%). Fig. 3.4 presents the distribution of possession existence and possession type

labels depending on the lexical group of verbx. We obtain the lexical group of verbx from

WordNet, and consider the lexical group of the first sense of verbx. Regarding possession

existence (Fig. 3.4, left column for each lexical group), we observe that the lexical group

possession (have, own, buy, etc.) does not always indicate possession existence, although the

percentage of yes label is substantial (46%). The lexical groups perception (hear, feel, etc.),

contact (touch, hit, etc.), cognition (judge, doubt, etc.) and communication (ask, order, etc.)

have the lowest percentages of yes (10%–32%). These lower percentages support the decision

to discard verbs see, think, believe, say and tell during the pair generation process (Section

6.3), as they belong to the lexical groups perception, cognition and communication. Labels

yes and never are almost uniformly distributed with lexical groups social (do, help, make,

etc.) and motion (walk, fly, swim, etc.), emphasizing that possession existence depends on
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context and cannot be determined exclusively based on the lexical group of verbx. Other

lexical groups such as stative (be, need, etc.), consumption (eat, drink, etc.), and body (brush,

dress, etc.), which do not include prototypical verbs of possession, have high percentages of

yes (46%–74%).

Regarding possession type (Fig. 3.4, right column for each lexical group), we observe

that possessions involving a possessee from the creation lexical group (bake, make, create,

etc.) are always alienable. The reason is that the creator of an artifact alienably possesses

it after creating it. Similarly, the lexical group change (increase, move, etc.) has very high

percentage of alienable possessions (91%). On the other hand, the lexical groups communi-

cation (ask, say, order, etc.) and competition (win, fight, etc.) have higher percentages of

control possessions (83.3% vs. 16.7% and 80.0% vs. 20.0% respectively).

Fig. 3.5 presents the distribution of possession existence and possession type labels

over the tense of verbx. Simple past has higher percentage of yes label (47%) than other verb

tenses. Other than that, verb tense does not help much to determine possession existence.

Regarding possession type, it is interesting to note that gerunds have higher percentage of

control possessions (63%), indicating that the possessor has temporal access of the possessee.

I do not present similar analyses with respect to temporal relations (before, during

and after) as there were not any interesting observations.

3.5. Experiments and Results

I conduct experiments using support vector machines and neural networks. Each pair

(x, y) becomes an instance, and create stratified train (80%) and test (20%) sets. I report

results using the test set after tuning hyper parameters using 10-fold cross validation. More

specifically, I train five classifiers and experiment with all instances but the ones annotated

inv. The first classifier predicts possession existence (labels yes, never or unk). The second

classifier predicts possession types, i.e., classifies pairs between which a possession holds

(label yes) into alienable or control. The third, fourth and fifth classifiers predict temporal

relations, i.e., classify pairs between which a possession holds—either alienable or control—

into before yes or before no, during yes or during no, and after yes or after no.
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Feature Description

Verb

word and tag word form and part-of-speech tag of verb

is possession verb flag indicating whether verb is in the list of possession verbs

previous, next tokens word form and part-of-speech tags of the previous and next tokens

dependency out outgoing syntactic dependency type

dependencies in flags indicating the incoming syntactic dependencies

left, right children number of incoming syntactic dependencies to the left and right of

verb

Possessor

words concatenation of words

pos tags part-of-speech tag (full tag and first character, i.e., pronoun or noun)

previous, next tokens word form and part-of-speech tags of the previous and next tokens

dependency out outgoing syntactic dependency type

dependencies in flags indicating the incoming syntactic dependencies

Possessee

same as possessor same features extracted for the possessor

WN synset WordNet synset from Table 3.1 the possessee is subsumed by

WN path WordNet synsets from entity.n.01 to the possessee

Syntactic

paths

possessor to verb syntactic path between possessor and verb

possessee to verb syntactic path between possessee and verb

possessor to possessee syntactic path between possessor and possessee

Table 3.7. Feature set used to extract possession relations (existence, type

and temporal relations) with support vector machines.

3.5.1. Support Vector Machines

I trained the five classifiers using the SVM implementation in scikit-learn [42]. I

considered RBF kernel with C parameters in the range from 1 to 1,000,000 and γ parameters

in the range 1×10−1 to 1×10−8, and linear kernel with the same C parameter range. I chose

the best model using grid search over these parameters using 10-fold cross validation. The

features are summarized in Table 3.7. All features are extracted from the gold annotations

of OntoNotes.

Verb features include the word and POS tag for the verb, previous and next tokens,

as well as information regarding the outgoing and incoming dependencies. We also include

a binary flag indicating whether the verb is a possession verb from an existing lexicon [61].

Possessor and Possessee features are very similar to Verb features, but I consider the
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concatenation of words and POS tags. Possessee features also include information derived

from the WordNet hypernym paths to the root in the noun hierarchy, i.e., entity.n.01, which

subsumes all nouns in WordNet. More specifically, WN synset captures the synset from

Fig. 3.1 the possessee is subsumed by, and WN path are features capturing the top 6 synsets

in the hypernym path from the possessee to entity.n.01. Finally, Syntactic paths features

include three syntactic paths (syntactic dependency types and up / down symbols): from the

possessor to the verb, from the possessee to the verb, and from the possessor to the possessee.

The feature set is heavily inspired by many previous works (e.g., Gildea and Jurafsky [21]).

We experimented with SVM to establish a strong supervised baseline using linguistic

information, and to compare with neural networks that take as input only words along with

information regarding verbx, potential possessor x and potential possessee y.

3.5.2. Neural Networks

We experiment with feedforward and Long Short-Term Memory networks, and use

the implementations in Keras [18] using TensorFlow backend [1]. All networks use GloVe

embeddings with 100 dimensions [43] and the Adam optimizer [29]. Regarding input, I

experiment with the potential possessor x, possessee y, verbx and the rest of the sentence.

The six architectures are depicted in Fig. 3.6.

3.5.3. FFNNverb

The first feedforward neural network takes as input the embedding of verbx alone. It

has a fully connected hidden layer with 50 neurons, and uses softmax in the output layer of

size 3 for predicting possession existence (labels yes, never and unk) or size 2 for predicting

possession type (labels alienable and control). Similarly, the output layer is of size 2 to

predict the temporal relations (labels before yes or before no, during yes or during no,

and after yes or after no).

3.5.4. FFNNpsr

This network takes as input the embedding of the potential possessor x and is other-

wise identical to FFNNverb.
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Figure 3.6. Neural network architectures. Feedforward neural networks take

as input verbx (FFNNverb), the possessor (FFNNpsr), the possessee (FFNNpse),

or verbx, the possessor and the possessee (FFNNppv). The LSTMs take as input

verbx, the possessor and the possessee (LSTMppv) and the sentence to which

verbx, possessor x and possessee y belong (LSTMsent). The architectures are

exemplified with Example 1 from Table 3.5, But [he]x had extreme mood swings

and [died]verbx in a [car]y crash driving to work when I was five.

3.5.5. FFNNpse

This network takes as input the embedding of the potential possessee y and is other-

wise identical to FFNNverb.

3.5.6. FFNNppv

The FFNNppv architecture is similar to the previously discussed feedforward neural

networks. The only difference is that it takes as input the word embeddings of the potential

possessor x, the possessee y and the verbx.
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3.5.7. LSTMppv

The first Long Short-Term Memory network takes as input a fixed-length sequence

consisting of potential possessor x, possessee y and verbx. We used 100 LSTM units and

the output layer also uses softmax. While this LSTM has access to the same information

than FFNNppv, we expect that the input, output and forget gates will learn to update the

cell state to better solve the task.

3.5.8. LSTMnoemb

The second Long Short-Term Memory network (not drawn in Fig. 3.6) takes as input

the sequence of words in the sentence from which verbx, the potential possessor x, and the

potential possessee y were extracted. The architecture is the same than LSTMppv and there

is no explicit emphasis on verbx, the potential possessor x and possessee y.

3.5.9. LSTMsent

The architecture and the input of the third Long Short-Term Memory network is

the same than LSTMnoemb. The only difference is that verbx, the potential possessor x and

the potential possessee y are explicitly marked. Specifically, I represent each element in the

input with the concatenation of its word embedding and an additional one-hot embedding

indicating if the token is verbx, the potential possessor x, the potential possessee y, or none

of them. LSTMsent has access to the full sentence, and I expect that the memory update

mechanism (i.e., the input, output and forget gates) will learn the context most relevant

for the task. Additionally, I expect that the additional embeddings will allow the LSTM to

capture the right context surrounding verbx, possessor x and possessee y, as opposed to only

model sentence meaning.

3.5.10. Results

Results are presented in the three subtasks (possession existence, possession type and

temporal relations) with the test set. To calculate statistical significance, two-tailed Z-tests

(p-value < 0.01) are used.
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Majority

baseline

SVM FFNNverb FFNNpsr FFNNpse

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
E

x
is

te
n

ce

yes .00 .00 .00 .57 .65 .61 .48 .60 .53 .54 .60 .57 .49 .56 .52

never .41 1.0 .58 .61 .53 .56 .61 .55 .58 .52 .70 .60 .58 .57 .57

unk .00 .00 .00 .44 .43 .44 .44 .43 .44 .31 .22 .25 .50 .05 .10

W. Avg. .17 .41 .24† .56 .56 .56∗† .50 .50 .50∗† .53 .53 .49∗† .58 .57 .58∗†

T
y
p

e

alienable .56 1.0 .72 .64 .57 .61 .64 .75 .69 .57 .65 .60 .67 .75 .71

control .00 .00 .00 .53 .59 .56 .60 .47 .53 .46 .38 .41 .63 .53 .58

W. Avg. .32 .56 .40† .59 .58 .58∗ .62 .62 .62∗ .52 .53 .52 .65 .65 .65∗

Table 3.8. Results obtained using the majority baseline (possession exis-

tence: never, possession type: alienable), SVMs, and Feedforward neural

networks with single input (FFNNverb, FFNNpsr and FFNNpse). An asterisk

indicates statistical significance with respect to the majority baseline, and a

dagger indicates statistical significance with respect to the best performing

system (LSTMsent for possession existence and LSTMppv for possession type).

3.5.11. Possession Existence and Type

Tables 3.8 and 3.9 present results obtained with the majority baseline (possession ex-

istence: always never, possession type: always alienable), SVMs and the neural networks.

All models outperform the majority baseline in both tasks (possession existence F1: 0.24,

possession type F1: 0.40), and most neural networks outperform SVMs. An asterisk (∗)

indicates statistical significance between each model and the majority baseline. All models

obtain statistically better results predicting possession existence, and all but FFNNpsr and

LSTMnoemb predicting possession types. In addition to the majority baseline, I also experi-

mented with the majority baseline per verb, i.e., a baseline that predicts the most frequent

label per verb. This baseline obtains 0.51 F1 predicting possession existence, and 0.60 F1

predicting possession type (not shown in Table 3.8 and Table 3.9).

Regarding possession existence (Tables 3.8 and 3.9, top blocks), the simple feed-

forward neural networks (FFNNverb, FFNNpsr, FFNNpse and FFNNppv) perform similar to
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SVM (F1: 0.49–0.58 vs. 0.56), and LSTMppv obtains surprisingly better results (F1: 0.69)

although it takes as input the same information than FFNNppv. Despite the relatively small

dataset (total: 979 instances), LSTMsent outperforms other networks (F1: 0.74), indicating

that context beyond verbx, possessor x and possessee y are crucial to determine possession

existence. The results also show that LSTMsent not only models sentences, but also learns

which context around verbx, possessor x and possessee y is most important to determine

possession existence. Indeed, removing the additional embeddings for verbx, the possessor

x and possessee y results in 0.53 F1 (-32%, LSTMnoemb). The feedforward neural networks

with single input (FFNNverb, FFNNpsr and FFNNpse) obtain comparable F1 scores with yes

and never labels and worse F1 scores with unk. On the other hand, FFNNppv and LSTMsent

obtain similar results across all labels, and LSTMsent obtains the best results across all labels

(F1: 0.72–0.77). The differences in results between LSTMsent are significant with respect to

all other models except LSTMppv.

Regarding possession type (Tables 3.8 and 3.9, bottom blocks), all network archi-

tectures except FFNNpsr (F1: 0.52) and LSTMnoemb (F1: 0.54), yield better results than

SVM (F1: 0.61–0.67 vs. 0.58). These results are intuitive, as possessors (in the corpus,

either a personal pronoun or a person named entity, and rarely the same individual) are not

indicative of the possession type, but the possessee and verbx are indicative (Fig. 3.3 and

Fig. 3.4). The results also show that the possessee is the most important element to deter-

mine the possession type followed by verbx: FFNNpse obtains 0.65 F1, FFNNverb 0.62 F1,

and FFNNpsr 0.52 F1. Indeed, the benefit of including the possessor and verbx is minimal

(FFNNpse: 0.65, FFNNppv: 0.66, LSTMppv: 0.67), and including additional context is actually

detrimental (LSTMsent: 0.61). The differences in results between the best performing model

(LSTMppv) and other models except the majority baseline are not statistically significant.

3.5.12. Temporal Relations

Table 3.10 presents results obtained with SVMs and the neural networks that outper-

form the majority baseline in this subtask. FFNNpsr and FFNNpse, the only models that do

not have access to verbx, always predict the majority label (yes for all temporal relations.
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FFNNppv LSTMppv LSTMnoemb LSTMsent

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

E
x
is

te
n

ce

yes .54 .53 .54 .65 .69 .67 .54 .53 .53 .74 .72 .73

never .59 .59 .59 .71 .79 .75 .62 .63 .62 .73 .82 .77

unk .56 .59 .58 .75 .49 .59 .33 .32 .33 .80 .65 .72

W. Avg. .57 .57 .57∗† .70 .69 .69∗ .53 .53 .53∗† .75 .75 .74∗

T
y
p

e

alienable .68 .75 .71 .67 .80 .73 .58 .78 .67 .67 .60 .63

control .64 .56 .60 .67 .50 .57 .53 .31 .39 .56 .62 .59

W. Avg. .66 .67 .66∗ .66 .67 .67∗ .56 .57 .54 .62 .61 .61∗

Table 3.9. Results obtained with FFNNppv, LSTMppv, LSTMnoemb, and

LSTMsent for possession existence and possession type. An asterisk indicates

statistical significance with respect to the majority baseline, and a dagger

indicates statistical significance with respect to the best performing system

(LSTMsent for possession existence and LSTMppv for possession type).

FFNNverb, which only has access to the verb, is the best performing system (before:

0.74, during: 0.76, after: 0.74). SVM virtually obtains the same results than FFNNverb

(before: 0.76, +2.7%; during: 0.72, -5.2%; after: 0.73, -1.3%). Having access to the possessor

and possessee (FFNNppv, LSTMppv) and the full sentence (LSTMnoemb, LSTMsent) decreases

results. As expected, F1 scores are higher with the most frequent label: yes is more frequent

than never with all temporal relations, especially with during and after (Table 3.10). This

results show that verbx is critical to determine temporal relations, and that the possessor

and possessee are unnecessary.

3.6. Model Comparison and Error Analysis

In this section, we compare the results obtained with selected neural networks and

provide insights into the errors they make. We select pairs of networks so that the second

network yields better results than the first one. Additionally, we discuss the errors made

by the best performing networks to shed light on what is needed to obtain better results.

The discussion centers around determining possession existence labels (labels yes, never and

unk) and possession type labels (labels alienable and control), as determining temporal
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Before During After

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

SVM

Yes .76 .82 .78 .78 .82 .80 .78 .86 .82

No .77 .71 .74 .57 .52 .55 .61 .48 .54

W. Avg. .76 .76 .76∗ .72 .72 .72 .72 .74 .73∗

FFNNverb

Yes .73 .79 .76 .78 .94 .85 .78 .88 .83

No .74 .68 .71 .77 .43 .56 .65 .48 .55

W. Avg. .74 .74 .74∗ .78 .78 .76 .74 .75 .74∗

FFNNppv

Yes .62 .61 .61 .78 .80 .79 .77 .73 .75

No .57 .59 .58 .55 .52 .53 .48 .52 .50

W. Avg. .60 .60 .60∗ .71 .71 .71 .67 .67 .67

LSTMppv

Yes .71 .76 .73 .80 .84 .82 .79 .76 .77

No .71 .65 .68 .62 .57 .59 .52 .57 .54

W. Avg. .71 .71 .71∗ .74 .75 .75 .70 .69 .70∗

LSTMnoemb

Yes .66 .66 .66 .76 .69 .72 .80 .73 .77

No .62 .62 .62 .44 .52 .48 .52 .61 .56

W. Avg. .64 .64 .64∗ .66 .64 .65 .71 .69 .70∗

LSTMsent

Yes .62 .95 .75 .72 .96 .82 .71 .84 .77

No .86 .35 .50 .71 .22 .33 .43 .26 .32

W. Avg. .73 .67 .63∗ .72 .72 .67 .62 .65 .63

Table 3.10. Results obtained when predicting temporal relations with re-

spect to verbx. Results with SVM and the neural networks that outperform

the majority baseline are shown. An asterisk indicates statistical significance

with respect to the majority baseline.

relations benefits almost exclusively from verbx.

Fig. 3.7 summarizes the weighted F1 scores for determining possession existence and

possession type. In general, we observe that determining possession existence is easier than

possession type, and that determining existence benefits from context (LSTMsent) while
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Figure 3.7. F1 scores obtained with several models to determine possession

existence and possession type

determining type does not.

3.6.1. Possession Existence

I present an ablation study over the inputs and type of architecture, and elaborate

how they effect the performance in classifying possession existence.

3.6.2. FFNNverb vs. FFNNppv

While a feedforward neural network with verbx alone is a strong baseline (FFNNverb

F1: 0.50), including the possessor and possessee brings a 14% relative improvement (FFNNppv

F1: 0.57). FFNNppv primarily fixes errors made by FFNNverb in which the possessee must

be taken into account for determining possession existence, as exemplified below:

• [We]x [have]verbx a video of that [plane]y. (Gold: never)

• [They]x have [received]verbx [weapons]y from Israel under past peace accords. (Gold:

yes)
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In the first example, FFNNverb predicts yes, as it only has access to verbx (i.e., have),

which is almost always annotated yes in the training corpus. Taking into account the pos-

sessee (i.e., planes), allows FFNNppv to correctly predict never. We note that FFNNppv

would also predict never given [We]x [have]verbx a [plane]y, which is wrong. This is not sur-

prising, as FFNNppv is far from obtaining perfect results, and additional context (LSTMsent)

is beneficial.

In the second example, FFNNverb wrongfully predicts unk despite received is a common

verb of transfer of possession. Having access to the possessee (i.e., weapons) is beneficial

again, and FFNNppv correctly predicts yes.

3.6.3. FFNNppv vs. LSTMppv

While both FFNNppv and LSTMppv have the same input (embeddings for possessor x,

possessee y and verbx), LSTMppv outperforms FFNNppv by a substantial margin (F1: 0.57 vs

0.69, +21%). We credit the higher F1 score of LSTMppv to the internal cell state. Specifically,

LSTMppv remembers different information from verbx, the possessor and possessee based on

the current input element as well as the cell state obtained from previous elements in the

sequence.

LSTMppv predicts the following examples correctly while FFNNppv does not:

• As soon as police officers pulled out the [gun]y and held it up, [I]x [knew]verbx it was

my rifle. (Gold: yes)

• Though almost everybody at the playing site had been looking for the 26-year-old

Soviet to beat the Pennsylvania-based computer, [he]x [gave]verbx the [machine]y a

far worse drubbing than many expected. (Gold: yes)

FFNNppv erroneously predicts unk and never respectively. Note that the first example

is a dialogue snippet, the person talking is the owner of a gun shop and gun corefers with

rifle. The gold label of the second example is yes because a control possession exists between

the player (i.e., he, the 26-year-old Soviet) and the machine he is playing against.
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3.6.4. LSTMppv vs. LSTMsent

In addition to possessor x, possessee y and verbx, having access to the full sentence is 

beneficial to predict possession existence (LSTMppv F1: 0.69; LSTMsent F1: 0.74, +7%).

The following examples are correctly predicted by LSTMsent but incorrectly predicted

by LSTMppv:

• Hounded by terror, I drove another kilometre and then [I]x [stopped]verbx to make

sure the [car]y wasn’t on fire. (Gold: yes)

• [Dog Chapman]x [was]verbx in the same [truck]y you saw. (Gold: yes)

LSTMppv incorrectly predicts never in both examples. Regarding the first example,

we hypothesize that having access to the full sentence allows LSTMsent to determine that the

car is driven by I, thus a possession holds despite verbx is stopped. It is harder to justify why

LSTMsent correctly predicts the second example. We hypothesize that LSTMsent determines

that Dog Chapman, was and truck are in the same clause thus a possession holds despite

verb was is not a prototypical verb of possession.

3.6.5. LSTMsent vs. Gold

LSTMsent is the best performing system predicting possession existence, but obtains

an overall F1 score of 0.74 thus is far from making perfect predictions. We identified four

recurrent phenomena in the errors made by LSTMsent.

First, a better model will need to reveal entailments involving commonsense and

world knowledge. Consider the example below:

• At one o’clock at night he came to the captain and the lieutenant colonel and they

told him that [I]x was [wearing]verbx a green [garment]y. (Gold: yes)

A possession relation always exists between clothes and the people wearing them, and

LSTMsent is unable to determine so. The most common errors (35%) made by LSTMsent

are due to its inability to identify commonsense entailments. We believe this issue could be

alleviated with a larger corpus of possessions or incorporating external resources [32].
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Second, sentences with two or more pronouns are often incorrectly predicted. For

example, LSTMsent predicts yes in the following example:

• But [we]x still [hear]verbx him moaning at night because the Navy has a few [ships]y

left, and [...]. (Gold: never)

We believe that LSTMsent fails in part because it is unable to understand the entities to

which pronouns we and him refer to, and in particular, that they do not corefer with the

Navy. This error type constitutes 29% of all errors.

Third, LSTMsent almost always outputs the wrong label when negation is present,

as exemplified below:

• But [I]x do not [have]verbx a [computer]y. (Gold: never)

Even with negations as simple as the one above, LSTMsent fails. Failure to understand

negation in a sentence causes 8% of all errors. We believe incorporating models to determine

the scope [20] and focus [48] of negation may help avoiding this issue.

Fourth, determining event factuality [49] is required to determine possession ex-

istence, and LSTMsent does not explicitly attempt to do so. Consider the example below,

which LSTMsent incorrectly predicts yes:

• Maybe before the weapon and then later he said, Oh, [I]x should have [got]verbx the

nuclear [weapon]y before I invaded. (Gold: never)

Determining that have got is not factual (i.e., it did not occur) is key to determine that a

possession relation does not exist between I and weapon. This phenomenon contributes to

6% of the errors.

3.6.6. Possession Type

I present an ablation study over the inputs and type of architecture, and elaborate

how they effect the performance in classifying possession type.

3.6.7. FFNNverb vs. FFNNppv

While verbx alone is a strong baseline for determining possession existence (FFNNverb

F1: 0.62), including the possessor and possessee brings a 6.5% improvement (FFNNppv F1:
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0.66). In the following examples, verbx is a prototypical verb of possession, but the possessee

is key to determine possession type:

• [We]x will [give]verbx to the head of transition for the President-elect, this [key]y.

(Gold: control)

• [I]x [have]verbx a bunch of [vehicles]y and only use the appropriate one for the task

at hand. (Gold: alienable)

In the first example, We has a control possession of the key, as We are the temporary keepers

until it is given to the President-elect. While in principle someone may have an alienable

possession of a key, FFNNppv learnt from the training corpus that it is a control possession.

In the second example, knowing that the possessee is a vehicle allows FFNNppv to determine

that is is an alienable possession.

3.6.8. LSTMsent vs. LSTMppv

The experimental results show that the most useful information to determine posses-

sion type is verbx, the possessor and possessee. Indeed, having access to the full sentence is

detrimental (LSTMppv F1: 0.67, LSTMsent F1: 0.61, -9%).

The following examples are incorrectly predicted as alienable possessions by LSTMsent,

but correctly predicted as control possessions by LSTMppv:

• [They (Police)]x[showed]verbx them my father’s car and they testified that it was not

the [car]y they saw, so they released me. (Gold: control)

• [We]x have [got]verbx people signing up, volunteers coming on, telephones being put

in and [computers]y, so we will be fully operational within the next day or two.

(Gold: control)

In the first example, the Police showed the car to some people thus they have control

possession of the car. LSTMppv successfully predicts control possession, and I believe that the

main reason is that the possessor is they and the verb is showed. On the other hand, LSTMsent

has access to the full sentence and most likely makes a mistake because of the presence of

a possessive construction (i.e., father’s car) and the fact that coreference is not modeled.
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In the second example, We has control possession of the computers. LSTMppv successfully

predicts control possession, but LSTMsent wrongfully predicts alienable possession.

3.6.9. LSTMppv vs. Gold

The best classifier predicting possession type obtains relatively modest results in the

task of determining possession existence (LSTMppv F1: 0.67). We conducted an error analysis

and identified two main sources of errors.

First, world knowledge that is not explicitly stated in the sentence or larger context

is often necessary to determine possession type, as it is to determine possession existence.

Consider the following example:

• We’re also checking out other developments right now, including this story that’s

just coming in from the Associated Press right now.

[I]x just [want]verbx to get it from our [computers]y. (Gold: control)

World knowledge tells us that employees (in this example, a journalist) have control posses-

sion of the computers they work with, not alienable possession. Lack of world knowledge is

the most common cause (68%) of errors made by LSTMppv.

Second, in order to better predict possession type, a system must reveal presupposi-

tions, i.e., implicit assumptions about the world or background beliefs whose truth is taken

for granted. Consider the example below:

• [They]x’re [trying]verbx to keep [planes]y flying on days they’d normally park them,

says Roger Bard, [...] (Gold: control)

The sentence above has at least the following presuppositions: They fly planes (because they

are trying to keep planes flying on certain days) and They have control possession of the

planes (because they fly and park planes). Inability to capture presuppositions contributes

to 23% of errors made by LSTMppv.

3.7. Summary

In this chapter, I have presented a corpus annotating possession existence, possession

types and temporal relations following two steps. First, I automatically pair potential posses-
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sors and possessees, resulting in 979 pairs. Second, I manually validate pairs by annotating

possession existence (labels yes, never, unk and inv), possession type (labels alienable or

control) and temporal relation (labels before yes or no, during yes or no, and after yes

or no). Inter-annotator Cohen’s κ coefficients show that the annotation task can be done

reliably (Table 3.4). A corpus analysis shows that many possessions can be extracted from

social and motion verbs, which are not prototypical verbs of possession. Additionally, the

analysis shows that some verbs and possessees are more likely to have certain possession

types. For example, coverings are usually part of alienable possessions, and communication

verbs are usually part of control possessions.

Experimental results show that the task can be automated. Neural networks outper-

form SVMs trained with features extracted from linguistic structure although we experiment

with a relatively small dataset. Determining possession existence benefits from having access

to the full sentence, but determining possession type does not. Finally, the best performing

models to determine temporal relations rely only on verbx.
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CHAPTER 4

BEYOND POSSESION EXISTENCE: DURATION AND CO-POSSESSION

This chapter introduces two tasks: determining (a) the duration of possession re-

lations and (b) co-possessions, i.e., whether multiple possessors possess a possessee at the

same time. I present new annotations on top of corpora annotating possession existence, and

experimental results. Regarding possession duration, I derive the time spans we work with

empirically from annotations indicating lower and upper bounds. Regarding co-possessions,

we use a binary label. Cohen’s kappa coefficients indicate substantial agreement, and LSTMs

that take as input words and information about the position of the possessor and possessee

obtain competitive results.

4.1. Overview

Approaches to relation extraction usually only determine the right label—often re-

ferred to as relation name or type—between two text chunks. Relation labels are certainly

useful, but there is almost always complementary information that can be extracted. For

example, relation labels do not give any hint about for how long the relation holds true or

whether the relation is one-to-one or one-to-many. Many relations would benefit from having

this additional information available, including located at (people have many locations

over time) and agent (some events are carried out by only one person, but not all; the

additional agents may not be explicitly named in a given text).

In this chapter, I complement previous work targeting possession existence with two

attributes: duration (for how long does the possession hold true?) and co-possession (are

there other possessors possessing the possessee concurrently?). Consider the possession re-

lations in Table 4.1. The possessee is computer in both of them, yet the possession(x, y)

in the first example (top) lasts much longer than the one in the second example (bottom).

Additionally, one may reasonably infer that in the second possession, the computer is likely

to have concurrent co-possessors (somebody must manage the computer to play against

Kasparov), yet there is no indication of co-possession in the first example.
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[I]x got a [computer]y and haven’t mastered it yet.

Duration 1 year to 5 years

Co-possession No

[Garry Kasparov]x went to combat Sunday with the world’s most advanced

chess [computer]y and kicked it around like an old tin can.

Duration 10 minutes to 1 day

Co-possession Yes

Table 4.1. Two possession(x, y) relations with the same token as possessee

(y). Note that they have different expected duration and co-possession infor-

mation.

The main contributions of this work are: (a) a strategy to determine sound intervals

for possession durations grounded on lower and upper temporal bounds; (b) a corpus of pos-

session relations annotated with durations and co-possessions;1 (c) detailed corpus analysis;

and (d) experimental results showing that specialized embeddings indicating the position

of the possessor and possessee are beneficial. While I work with possessions, a similar ap-

proach could be used to determine the duration of any relation and distinguishing between

one-to-one and one-to-many relations.

4.2. Related Work

In Chapter 3, I temporally anchor possession relations with respect to the verb in the

sentence. Banea and Mihalcea [11] work with weblogs and consider possessions between the

author of a weblog (i.e., the possessor is fixed) and the possessees identified in the weblog.

Regarding time, they exclusively target possessions that held true when the weblog was

written—not before or after. Both of these efforts target possession existence (i.e., whether

a possession relation holds true) and very limited temporal information. Unlike these works,

I go beyond possession existence and target possession duration and co-possession.

1Available at dhivyachinnappa.com
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Finally, I note that theoretical works consider having temporary control of some-

thing as a type of possession [56]. For example, ship captains and plane pilots have control

possession of the ships and planes under their command, but usually not ownership or alien-

able possession. According to this definition, control possessions indicate co-possession. I

note, however, that control possessions are only a subset of possessions thus insufficient to

determine co-possession.

4.2.1. Event Durations

The methodology to annotate possession durations is heavily inspired by previous

work on determining event durations [40]. The main difference is that I do not target events

(e.g., How long did met in John met his advisor on Thursday last?) but on possession

relations. As we shall see, I derive sound time intervals for possession durations from lower

and upper temporal bounds. To the best of my knowledge, I am the first to target the

duration in which a semantic relations holds true. Not surprisingly, I find that possession

durations tend to be longer than events. For example, events may last only a few seconds

(e.g., turn on a car), but possessions last at least a few minutes and many lasts over a year.

4.3. Annotating Possession Duration and Co-possession

I present annotation strategies to determine for how long a semantic relation (pos-

session) holds true, and distinguish between one-to-one and one-to-many relations. Thus, I

create a new corpus to tackle these tasks.

4.3.1. Source Corpora

Starting from plain text is a straightforward choice. Given the fact that existing

corpora already annotate possession existence, however, this option would be suboptimal. I

decided to work with the corpora from Chapter 1 [17] and from Banea et al. [11], and enhance

the possession existence annotations with possession duration and co-possession. I discarded

other corpora annotating possessions among many other relations because they only target

specific lexico-syntactic patterns (Section 2.1). The chosen source corpora contain 1,168

possession relations.
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The corpus from Chapter 3 contains 979 sentences. I select the 358 possessions

annotated in those sentences. Each possessor and the corresponding possessee are explicitly

mentioned and annotated within a sentence. The corpus by Banea et al. [11] contains 810

possession relations. The possessor is always the author of a weblog, and the possessee is

mentioned in the weblog and can be: (a) a concrete object, e.g., car, notebook ; (b) an implicit

concrete object associated with an event, e.g., car for driving, cell phone for texting, book

for reading ; or (c) an abstract object, e.g., wifi, idea.

4.3.2. Annotation Process and Post-Processing

The annotations were done by two graduate students who fully annotated the whole

corpus. Regarding possession duration, they annotate lower and upper bounds. Then, I

post-process their annotations to obtain time intervals for possession durations. Regarding

co-possession, they use a binary label and no post-processing takes place.

Both annotations were done using the same interface, one possession relation retrieved

from the source corpora at a time. The interface shows the sentence from which the possessor

and possessee were extracted along with the previous and next sentences. Additionally, the

interface has an option to display the whole document.

4.3.3. Possession Duration

How long do possession relations hold true for? The answer to this question is not

obvious, and previous work has named temporal durations in general a significant issue for

temporal reasoning [4]. Intuitively, possessors have possession of some possessees for short

periods of time (e.g., ice cream, pencils) and other possessees for long periods of time (e.g.,

cars). But there are exceptions, e.g., drivers have (relatively) short possessions of rental

cars—at least compared to the cars they own. In addition, possession durations are almost

never explicitly stated in text (e.g., I got rid of this computer 5 years after buying it), despite

humans have no issues inferring some duration information. Consider the examples in Table

4.1 again. Although the specific possession durations are open to discussion, it seems clear

that the possession in the first example lasts much longer than the possession in the second.
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To address the inherent difficulties of annotating temporal durations, I follow previous

work on determining event durations [40]. Specifically, I ask annotators to provide lower and

upper bounds for the duration of the possession relation between possessor and possessee

(recall that we already know whether a possession exists). Lower and upper bounds consist

of an integer followed by a unit of time (seconds, minutes, hours, days, weeks, months or

years). These annotations are rather open and I do not expect to obtain high agreements.

As we shall see, however, a simple post-processing allows us to obtain sound time inter-

vals for possession duration, where sound means empirically driven and with substantial

agreements (Section 4.3.5).

I argue that any predefined duration intervals (e.g., less than five minutes, between

five minutes and a day, more than a day and less than a month, over a month) would

be arbitrary—at least to a certain degree. Additionally, we would have to go back and

forth annotating and redefining the predefined intervals until we obtain (a) a reasonable

distribution of duration intervals (e.g., avoid 95% of possessions assigned to a single interval)

and (b) substantial agreements. Asking annotators for lower and upper bounds and the

proposed post-processing bypasses all these issues.

Post-Processing Possession Durations. I post-process the annotations of lower and

upper bounds for possession durations following two steps:

(1) Convert lower and upper bounds to minutes and calculate the mean.

(2) Calculate the natural logarithm of the mean duration from Step (1).

Converting to minutes allows us to measure time with a single unit and facilitates

further post-processing and calculating agreements (Section 4.3.5). I convert to minutes (as

opposed to, for example, seconds) because the annotators never chose less than a minute

as a lower bound. Calculating the logarithm is useful to account for the fact that temporal

differences must be calculated in relative terms. For example, the differences between (a) 5

minutes and 10 minutes and (b) 5 years and 10 years should be roughly the same. On the

other hand, the differences between (b) 5 years and 10 years and (c) 5 years and 5 minutes

and 10 years and 10 minutes should be close to zero.
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Figure 4.1. Distribution of mean possession durations after post-processing

(i.e., after converting to minutes and calculating the natural logarithm). There

is a sharp drop at 6 (6 hours) and a sharp raise at 13 (10 months), thus I use

those boundaries to determine durations.

Figure 4.1 plots the frequency of mean possession durations after post-processing.

The distribution shows a sharp drop at 6 (equivalent to 6 hours) and a sharp rise at 13

(equivalent to 10 months). Based on this observations, I define the following intervals to

specify possession durations:

• short: possessions lasting less than 6 hours,
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• medium: possessions lasting at least 6 hours and less than 10 months; and

• long: possessions lasting at least 10 months.

The annotations I release include (a) lower and upper bounds and (b) the 3-way labels

for each possession existence. Except to discuss agreements, however, in the remaining of

this chapter I work with the three duration labels.

4.3.4. Co-Possession

Annotating co-possession is relatively straightforward. Knowing that a possession re-

lation exists between a possessor x and a possessee y, annotators use a binary label to indicate

whether an additional possessor x’ has possession of y concurrently with x. x’ must not be

named explicitly, as otherwise an explicit possession relation would exist. Co-possession can

sometimes be determined based on the possessee. For example, commercial plane pilots have

control possession of the planes they fly, but usually there are concurrent possessors (e.g.,

co-pilot, owner). Determining many co-possessions, however, requires context. For example,

consider a blogger writing down I was using the wifi at the coffee shop. There is a possession

relation between the author of the blog and wifi, and that is a co-possession because other

people are concurrent possessors (e.g., the owners of the coffee shop, other clients).

4.3.5. Inter-Annotator Agreement

I use unweighted Cohen’s kappa (κ) to calculate the inter-annotator agreement with

the three possession duration labels: short, medium and long. The κ coefficient is 0.63, which

is consider substantial. Interpreting κ coefficient is somewhat subjective, but over 0.8 would

be considered nearly perfect [8]. I also note that a weighted version of agreement would yield

higher agreements.

Calculating agreement between the lower and upper bounds for possession duration

is not straightforward. For example, the agreement between at least 30 minutes and at most

12 hours and at least 1 hour and at most 1 day should be considerable despite the lower and

upper bounds differ by a sizable amount (half and double respectively). Cohen’s κ is usually

used for categorical labels and not directly applicable to ranges of durations defined by lower
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Figure 4.2. Observed agreement between two possession durations annota-

tions for the possession(x, y) in [We]x brought the kids rod and reels from

[home]y so they could fish. The first annotator chose (6 months, 50 years;

steeper curve), and the second chose (1 year, 100 years; flatter curve). Ob-

served agreement is the overlap between both curves, which is 0.64.

and upper bounds. I follow previous work on event durations to calculate the agreement

(Section 4.2).

The formula for Cohen’s κ is:

κ =
P (A) − P (E)

1 − P (E)
,

where P (A) is the observed agreement between annotators and P (E) is the expected agree-

ment. I assume that possession durations follow a normal distribution, and that the lower

and upper bounds account for 80% of the distribution. Under these assumptions, the lower

(xlower) and upper(xupper) bounds are 1.28 standard deviations (σ) from the mean (µ), thus

σ =
xupper−µ

1.28 = xlower−µ
−1.28

µ =
xupper−xlower

2
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Possession duration

short 15.1%

medium 6.2%

long 78.7%

Co-possession
never 56.5%

yes 43.5%

Table 4.2. Label distribution for possession duration and co-possession.

I calculate observed agreement between annotations (P(A)) as the overlap between

their normal distributions, as exemplified in Figure 4.2. I calculate expected agreement

(P(E)) as the average overlap between each annotation and the global distribution. In other

words, the expected agreement would result from annotations that follow perfectly the global

normal distribution.

The κ coefficient for lower and upper bounds is low, 0.37. I note, however, that

(a) it would be larger if I assumed that annotators annotate less than 80% of the duration

distribution, and (b) previous work on event durations obtained 0.08 κ under the same

assumptions. Additionally, I experiment with the three duration intervals described above

(κ: 0.63); my rationale to annotate lower and upper bounds is to derive sound intervals.

Co-Possession. The Cohen’s kappa (κ) coefficient for co-possession (two labels: yes and

never) is 0.65, which again is considered substantial.

4.4. Corpus Analysis

Table 4.2 presents the label distribution for possession duration and co-possession.

Most possessions are long (over 10 months, 78.7%), and short and medium possession dura-

tions account for 15.1% and 6.2% Co-possessions, on the other hand, are clone to uniformly

distributed: yes: 56.5% and never:43.5%.

The label distributions based on the WordNet synset of the possessee and its number is

presented in Figure 4.3. For all categories, possession duration is depicted in the left column

and co-possession in the right column. The top 4 most frequent WordNet synsets (device,

covering, vehicle and container) show interesting patterns. First, devices (e.g., comb, cell
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Figure 4.3. Label distributions per WordNet synset of the possessee. Num-

bers between parentheses indicate frequency of the possessee.

phone) and containers (e.g., handbag, can) are twice as likely to be part of a medium length

possession, and (b) coverings (e.g., jacket, pants, shirt) are (b.1) almost never part of short

possessions and (b.2) almost always (90%) part of long possessions. Possesses not present in

WordNet (e.g., Garmin, dupioni) and those not subsumed by the top 4 most frequent synsets

have roughly the same distribution than all possessees (Table 4.2). Regarding co-possession,

most synsets are roughly uniformly distributed, like the overall distribution (Table 4.2). I

observe, however, that coverings rarely have concurrent co-possessors (15%), and vehicles

(e.g., taxi, ship, plane) often do (35%).

Figure 4.4 shows the label distributions depending on the possessee number. The

majority (93%) are nouns. Plural nouns are almost twice as likely to have medium length pos-

sessions and, surprisingly, plural nouns are much less likely to have concurrent co-possessors

(30%) than singular nouns (45%).
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Figure 4.4. Distribution of singular vs. plural possessees over possession

duration (left bars) and co-possession (right bars) labels.

4.4.1. Examples

Annotation examples are presented in Table 4.3.

In Example (1), the possessor is the author of the blog and the possessee is the ice

cream. The author is describing a meal, and it is clear that the possession lasted for a short

period of time. There is no indication that the author shared the ice cream thus annotators

chose never for co-possession.

Example (2) belongs to a document describing a war zone were the possessee bomb

was dropped. Annotators interpreted that the speaker uses we to refer to his nation, and

annotated medium duration as bombs are not stored for long periods of time during war.

They also decide that there is no co-possession since the possessor we is a collective noun

referring to an entire nation.

Example (3) is from a weblog. The possessor is the author and the possessee is a

phone. It is reasonable to infer from context that the possessee is a cell phone (landline
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Sentence with possessor x and possessee y Duration Co-Poss.

1 Everything served cold, with [ice cream]y, fruit salad and straw-

berry yoghurt pudding for dessert [. . . ] (x: the author of the

weblog)

short never

2 ”At least [we]x have the decency to drop [bombs]y from air-

planes”, he said.

medium never

3 I had to get out my [phone]y for a couple pics. (x: the author of

the weblog)

long never

4 [We]x took a [taxi]y along the path of the highway that heads

toward Disney, trying to experience this mysterious park from

close by.

short yes

5 The first two months of the summer, I drove Andrew’s wrapped

car that has his face all over it (lucky me), and then the last

two months, the dealership was able to provide me with a [loaner

car]y. (x: author of the weblog)

medium yes

6 [They]x kept my father’s [car]y for a year without writing a con-

fiscation order.

long yes

Table 4.3. Annotation examples from the corpus. I only provide selected

annotations between the marked possessors x and possessees y. Recall that

the possessor in possessions from weblogs is always the author.

phones don’t have cameras) and that the author is the owner of the phone (as opposed to

borrowing the phone from someone to snap some pictures). Thus, annotators choose long

duration and never co-possession.

In Example (4), the possessor we is the client of a taxi driver, and the possessee is

the taxi. While not explicitly stated, annotators inferred that (a) the possession lasted for a

short period of time and (b) there are concurrent co-possessors (e.g., the taxi driver). Note

that the possession duration between the taxi driver and the same possessor is likely to be

medium or long, but I only annotate the duration between we and taxi.
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Figure 4.5. LSTM to predict possession duration and co-possession. I use

pretrained word embeddings and additional embeddings to indicate whether a

token is the possessor, the possessee or neither one.

Example (5) illustrates a rare phenomenon: an explicit temporal interval (i.e., two

months) indicating the possession duration. Thus, annotators chose medium duration. Re-

garding co-possession, the company loaning the car was clearly a co-possessor of the loaner

car while the author of the blog borrowed the car, so annotators chose yes.

Finally, Example (6) exemplifies a long possession with co-possession. The sentence

is in the context of a law enforcement operation in which the possessor They (the police)

kept the possessee (car). The duration of the possession is explicitly stated (i.e., a year),

and during that time my father was still the owner. Thus, annotators chose long and yes

for duration and co-possession.

4.5. Experiments and Results

In order to predict possession duration and co-possession, I experiment with Logistic

Regression and a Long Short-Term Memory neural network. Each possession relation be-

comes an instance, and I create stratified training (80%) and test (20%) sets. I also reserve

20% of the training as validation set. More specifically, I build two classifiers: one predicts

possession duration (short, medium, or long) and the other one co-possession (yes or never).

Logistic Regression. I use the implementation by scikit-learn [42], and use bag-of-words

features for the sentence at hand. Specifically, I use binary flags indicating word presence,

and additional flags to indicate the word corresponding to the possessor and possessee.

Long-Short Term Memory network (LSTM). The LSTM (Figure 4.5) takes as input

the sentence in which the possession relation exists. Each token is represented by two

embeddings. The first one (top, pink color in Figure 4.5) is the 300-dimensional Glove
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embedding [43].2 The second embedding only has three possible values (there are as many

Glove word embeddings as words in the vocabulary), and indicates whether the token is the

possessor (dark grey), the possessee (light grey) or neither one (white). These additional

embeddings are trained from scratch during the training process, but I do not fine-tune the

pre-trained Glove embeddings.

My motivation to include the additional embeddings to indicate the position of the

possessor and possessee is as follows. First, otherwise the LSTM would be limited to model

the sentence instead of the specific possession between the possessor and possessee we care

about. Second, these additional embeddings, which also have 300 dimensions, intuitively help

the network memorize the right context around possessor and possessee after the embeddings

are trained, as the results show.

In order to train the LSTM, I use the implementation provided by the Keras neural

network API [18] with TensorFlow backend [1]. More specifically, I use the Adam opti-

mizer [29] and categorical cross entropy as a loss function. I train the network with batch

size 32 for up to 200 epochs, but stop earlier if no improvement is observed in the validation

set for 5 epochs.

4.5.1. Results

Table 4.4 presents the results. Regarding possession duration, the majority baseline

always predicts long and obtains 0.61 weighted F-measure. The second baseline, Logistic

Regression, obtains 0.77 weighted F-measure. These results are rather strong, however,

Logistic Regression is biased towards the most common label (long, Table 4.2), and performs

poorly with the other labels (short and medium). In fact, Logistic Regression outperforms

the LSTM with long, but the weighted F-measure is clearly lower (0.77. 0.82). Regarding

co-possession, I observe a similar trend, but the LSTM performs better with both labels.

LSTM and Additional Embeddings. Table 4.4 presents results obtained with the LSTM

using (a) only the word embeddings and (b) incorporating the additional embeddings for

the possessor and possessee. The LSTM with only word embeddings obtains worse results

2Available at https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/, file glove/glove.6B.300.txt
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Majority Baseline Log. Regression LSTMword embedings LSTM+addtl. embeds.

P R F P R F P R F P R F

short 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.35 0.52 0.88 0.35 0.50 0.75 0.60 0.67

medium 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.68 0.35 0.46 0.64 0.21 0.32 0.68 0.49 0.57

long 0.73 1.00 0.84 0.81 0.97 0.88 0.78 0.96 0.86 0.94 0.90 0.82

W. Avg. 0.53 0.73 0.61 0.80 0.80 0.77 0.76 0.73 0.77 0.82 0.83 0.82

yes 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.62 0.58 0.60 0.75 0.58 0.65 0.72 0.62 0.67

never 0.56 1.00 0.72 0.69 0.72 0.70 0.72 0.85 0.78 0.73 0.82 0.77

W. Avg 0.31 0.56 0.40 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.73 0.73 0.72 0.73 0.73 0.73

Table 4.4. Results obtained with the majority baseline, Logistic Regres-

sion and the LSTM. Addtl. embeddings refers to the embeddings indicating

whether the token is the possessor, the possessee, or neither one.

predicting possession durations (0.77 vs. 0.82 weighted F-measure), and virtually the same

results predicting co-possessions (0.72 vs. 0.73 weighted F-measure). These results lead to

the conclusion that the specific possessor and possessee along with context are important

to determine how long a possession lasts. On the other hand, determining whether there

are concurrent co-possessors does not benefit from the specific possessor and possessee (i.e.,

events and other context in the sentence are sufficient).

4.6. Summary

In this chapter, I have presented new annotations for possession duration and co-

possession on top of existing corpora. Regarding possession durations, I collect lower and

upper bounds in order to derive sound duration intervals. The resulting three intervals

obtain substantial agreement (0.63 Cohen’s κ). Regarding co-possessions, I obtain slightly

better agreement (0.65). I have also presented baseline models and an LSTM to solve both

tasks. Beyond word embeddings, the LSTM benefits from additional embeddings indicating

the tokens that are the possessor and possessee, especially to predict possession durations.
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CHAPTER 5

EXTRACTING POSSESSIONS FROM WIKIPEDIA: A CASE STUDY WITH

ARTWORKS

This chapter presents a corpus and experimental results to extract possession relations

over time. I work with Wikipedia articles about artworks, and extract possession relations

along with temporal information indicat- ing when these relations are true. The annotation

scheme yields many possessors over time for a given artwork, and experimental results show

that an LSTM ensemble can automate the task.

5.1. Overview

In this chapter, techniques to track possessors of selected possessees are presented.

To accomplish the task, the steps below are followed.

(1) start with a document relevant to the possessee of interest,

(2) select plausible possessors and years without syntactic restrictions and including

inter-sentential pairs, and then

(3) determine whether the plausible possessors are actual possessors with respect to the

years.

Virtually all possessees change possessors over time, especially if possession rela-

tionships are understood in a broad sense as outlined above. Consider the excerpt of the

Wikipedia article about the Arnolfini Portrait in Figure 5.1. From this excerpt, we know

that the painting had at least two possessors (Mary of Hungary and Philip II of Spain),

and that they were the possessors from 1530 to 1558 and after 1558 respectively. The main

contributions of this chapter are: (a) 88 Wikipedia articles about artworks annotated with

their possessors over time;1 (b) a detailed corpus analysis (e.g., unique possessors, years

and possessor-year pairs); and (c) experimental results showing that an LSTM ensemble

outperforms SVM.

1Available at dhivyachinnappa.com
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In 1530 the painting was inherited by Margaret’s niece Mary of Hungary,

who in 1556 went to live in Spain. It is clearly described in an inventory

taken after her death in 1558, when it was inherited by Philip II of Spain.

Mary of Hungary : 1530–1558

Philip II of Spain: after 1558

Figure 5.1. Excerpt from the Wikipedia article about Arnolfini Portrait and

its possessors over time.

5.2. Related Work

In chapter 3 possession relations between a deterministically chosen person (possessor)

and a concrete object (possessee) are identified within a sentence. If a possession relation

exists, the possession type (alienable or control) is identified. Finally, I temporally anchor

the possession relation with respect to the verb of which the possessor is the subject. In

this chapter, I take a complementary approach. I start with text relevant to the possessee

of interest—specifically, its Wikipedia article—and then extract its possessors without any

restrictions beyond considering as possessors only named entities. Furthermore, I specify in

which years the possessions were true.

The work by Banea et al. [10] is the only one on extracting possession relations

without imposing syntactic constraints. Banea et al. [11] build a corpus working with

personal blogs, and present results on automatic extraction of possession using a naive bayes

approach. They consider as possessors the author of a blog, and as possessees concrete nouns

in blog posts. Regarding time, they annotate possessions at the time of the utterance (when

the blog posts were published). Unlike them, I work with one possessee per Wikipedia article

(i.e., the artwork the article is about), and then find possessors in the article. Additionally,

I extract when a possessor-possessee relation is true with respect to the years in the article,

and present results using SVM and end-to-end neural networks.
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5.3. Annotating Possessions Over Time

In this section, the methodology to create a corpus of possession relations over time

is detailed. First the selection of source documents and possessees of interest is discussed.

Then, what is considered as a potential possessor, and how these possessors are paired

with years is detailed. Finally, the annotation process (is the potential possessor an actual

possessor with respect to the years?) and corpus analysis is presented.

5.3.1. Selecting Source Documents

The goal is to target possessors of a given possessee over time. A natural choice is to

work with documents about specific objects, as they are likely to describe the history and

key events involving the objects. I decided to work with Wikipedia articles about important

artworks. The methodology presented here, however, is not limited to artworks, and is

applicable to any article about an object of interest.

I selected 100 artworks using online content, including Google queries for famous

artwork and famous paintings, and online lists.2 Then, I downloaded the full content of the

corresponding Wikipedia articles. Some of the selected artworks are The Third of May 1808,

Philosopher in Meditation, and Saturn Devouring His Son. The final corpus has 88 articles

because I chose articles only if there are at least three (potential possessor, year) pairs (see

below).

5.3.2. Selecting Potential Possessors and Years

Once possessees and their Wikipedia articles were selected, we identified potential

possessors and years following the five steps below for each section in each Wikipedia article:

(1) Run the named entity recognizers in spaCy3 and Stanford CoreNLP [34].

(2) Select as potential possessors all instances of the following named entities: person,

organization, location, and gpe.

(3) Select as years all sequences of four digits inside a date named entity.

2http://en.most-famous-paintings.com, http://remliel.com/2016/07/08/100-

greatest-paintings-of-all-time

3https://spacy.io/
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# %

x,

potential

possessor

person 1,152 48.0

org 986 30.5

gpe, loc 692 21.5

All 3,230 100.0

y, year All 940 100.0

(x, y) pairs

x is person 6,304 48.8

x is org 3,840 29.7

x is gpe, loc 2,769 21.4

All 12,913 100.0

Table 5.1. Counts of potential possessors (x) and years (y), and (x, y) pairs

selected for annotation.

(4) Remove all duplicate potential possessors and years from steps 2 and 3.

(5) Generate all pairs of potential possessors and years.

Table 5.1 presents basic counts and percentages of the potential possessors and years

after removing duplicates (Step 4), and the pairs generated (Step 5) for all documents. There

are 3,230 potential possessors and 940 years, and 12,913 (potential possessor, year) pairs. The

most common named entity of potential possessors is person (48%), followed by org (30.5%)

and gpe / loc (21.5%). The percentage of (potential possessor, year) pairs depending on

the named entity of the potential possessor almost follows an identical distribution (48.8%,

29.7% and 21.4%).

Figure 5.2 shows the distributions of unique potential possessors, years and (potential

possessor, year) pairs generated per article (or equivalently, per possessee). While the distri-

butions are far from uniform, the boxplots show that most articles have a substantial number

of potential possessors, years and pairs. The minimum number of potential possessors is 4, of

years 2, and of pairs 7. But over 75% of articles have at least 19 unique potential possessors,

5 years and 46 pairs; and over 50% of articles have at least 28 unique potential possessors, 8
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Figure 5.2. Distribution of unique potential possessors, unique years and

unique pairs per article. Each boxplot displays the minimum, first quartile,

median, third quartile and maximum.

years and 86 pairs. In other words, this corpus takes into account many potential possessors

and years for the vast majority of articles.

5.3.3. Validating Possessors and Years

After (potential possessor, year) pairs were generated, they were validated manually.

To do so, the following questions are asked to annotators:

• Did a possession relation exist between the potential possessor and the possessee at

any point of time before year?

• Did a possession relation exist between the potential possessor and the possessee at

any point of time during year?

• Did a possession relation exist between the potential possessor and the possessee at
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Cohen’s κ

Before 0.69

During 0.59

After 0.77

All 0.70

Table 5.2. Inter-annotator agreement (Cohen’s kappa). Values over 0.6 are

considered substantial, over 0.8 are considered perfect [8].

any point of time after year?

In all questions, possessee refers to the artwork the Wikipedia article is about. Anno-

tators had to choose from two answers: yes or never, where never indicates all cases in which

there is not enough information to determine that a possession relation exists at any point

of time before / during / after year. In other words, never does not mean that the potential

possessor did not possess the possessee, and it may mean that there is no information about

whether a possession relations exists.

The annotation interface showed the title of the article and the section to which the

potential possessor and year belong to (section title + text). Annotators were instructed

to first read the section and then answer all questions. Thus, annotators reveal possession

information involving possessors and years that are potentially far away (different clauses,

sentences, etc.). Recall that all potential possessors and years within a section are paired,

thus cross sentence boundaries are allowed.

Annotation Quality. Annotations were done in-house by two graduate students. Both

of them annotated 25% of the articles individually. Table 5.2 shows inter-annotator agree-

ments (Cohen’s kappa) for each question. Overall, inter-annotator agreement is 0.70 (values

between 0.60 and 0.80 are considered substantial [8]). Agreements are higher for Before and

After than During (0.69 and 0.77 vs. 0.59). The remaining articles were annotated once.

Annotation Examples. Figure 5.3 shows the annotations for one paragraph of the Wikipedia

article about Girl with a Pearl Earring (more specifically, from the section titled Ownership
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Figure 5.3. Excerpt of the Wikipedia article of Girl with a Pearl Earring

and annotations. Edges indicate (potential possessor, year) pairs generated.

Edge labels indicate yes label for before, during and after ; missing edge labels

indicates all annotations are no (i.e., the potential possessor was invalid).

17%

83%
9%

91%
19%

81%

yes

never

35%

65%

≥1 yes

all never

Before During After All

Figure 5.4. Label percentages for each question (left). While most labels

are never, one of the three questions (before, during or after) was answered

with yes in 35% of (potential possessor, year) pairs (right).

and display). The figure shows the annotations on top of a screenshot of the article for

clarity purposes, but the annotation interface only showed one section at a time along with

all the generated pairs (Section 5.3.3, equivalent to pre-drawing edges).

Five potential possessors and two years were selected, thus ten (potential possessor,

year) pairs were generated. The annotations reveal the intuitive possession information

contained within the paragraph. First, Victor de Stuers was an advisor to Arnoldus Andries

des Tombe, so there is no evidence that he was a possessor at any point of time (missing

label edges). Second, Vermeer is the artist who made Girl with a Pearl Earring, so there
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Figure 5.5. Distribution of yes label per article when the possessor and year

from the same sentence

are possession relations before 1881 and 1902. Third, Arnoldus purchased the piece in The

Hague in 1881, and in 1902 it was donated to Mauritshuis. So Arnoldus was a possessor

in 1881 and after 1881 (until 1902), The Hague in 1881 (recall that non-humans can be

possessors, spatial proximity is also considered possession, Section 2), and Mauritshuis during

and after 1902. The limitation of the annotation approach is discussed in Section 5.3.5.

5.3.4. Annotation Analysis

Counts of yes labels for the three questions (before, during and after) are rather

low (17%, 9% and 19%, Figure 5.4). This is not surprising, as any person, org, loc and

gpe named entity is considered as potential possessors. I note, however, that there is a

possession relation (yes label) in 35% of (potential possessor, year) pairs generated (either

before, during or after year).

Figure 5.5 depicts the distribution of labels per article for (potential possessor, year)

pairs generated from the same sentence. Figure 5.6 depicts the distribution of labels per
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Figure 5.6. Distribution of yes label per article when the possessor and year

from different sentences

article for (potential possessor, year) pairs generated from different sentences. It is worth

noting a couple of interesting patterns. First, the annotations contain many more possessions

because we pair potential possessors and years that belong to different sentences (note the

different scales in the y-axis). Second, for pairs generated from different sentences, yes label

for during questions is much less likely than for the labels before and after.

Finally, Figure 5.7 shows the distribution of yes label for all generated pairs. At

a minimum, each possessee has at least two possession relations. There are a few outliers

articles in which annotators identified over 150 possessors in time. The first quartile is 14, the

median 30, and the third quartile 65 (All, right most boxplot). Thus the procedure presented

here reveals a substantial amount of possession relations along with temporal information

anchored in the form of years.
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Figure 5.7. Distribution of yes label per article for all possessors and years.

5.3.5. Limitations

While the proposed procedure successfully identifies possession relations over time,

we acknowledge limitations in both the possessors and temporal information considered.

First, we only consider named entities as potential possessors, so it is possible we

miss some possessors (e.g., pronouns, the artist, his son). Because of the source documents

we work with (Wikipedia articles about artwork) and the fact that we pair all potential

possessors and years within a section, this is not a big issue: most Wikipedia sections do not

have mentions that cannot be resolved to a named entity within the same section. We note,

however, that coreference resolution [44] would alleviate this problem.

Second, we only consider four digits within a date named entity as temporal infor-

mation. This means that temporal information encoded in relative dates (e.g., four years

later) or historical events (e.g. after World War II) is disregarded. Additionally, we cannot

distinguish between several possessors within a year, finer-grained times would be required

to do so. To address these issues, temporal parsers [31, 53] and anchoring events in time [47]
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From the possessor and year : the concatenation of tokens; binary flags for each token; the

syntactic head (token, lemma and part-of-speech tag); and the named entity type.

From the sentences to which the possessor and year belong to: for (a) a window of 4 tokens

to the left and right, (b) all the verbs to the left and right, (c) all the verbs that are ancestors

or children in the depedency tree, and (d) all the left and right siblings in the dependency

tree, the tokens, lemmas and part-of-speech tags.

Other and Wikipedia article: whether the possessor and year belong to the same sentence,

whether the possessor appears before or after the year, the Wikipedia article tile (concate-

nation of tokens and binary flags for each token), and the section title (concatenation of

tokens and binary flags for each token).

Table 5.3. Feature set used with Support Vector Machines.

are required.

5.4. Experiments and Results

I experiment with traditional Support Vector Machines and neural networks. The

articles are divided (and the corresponding (potential possessor, year) pairs) into train (80%)

and test (20%), and report results obtained with the test split. Note that splitting pairs

randomly would be unsound, as possession relations for the same possessee would be in the

train and test splits. Three classifiers are built with both SVMs and neural networks (one

per question: before, during and after), and all of them predict two labels: yes or never.

5.4.1. Support Vector Machines

Three classifiers are implemented using the SVM implementation in scikit-learn [42],

and tuned hyper-parameters C and γ using 10-fold cross-validation with the train split.

Features are extracted from the possessor, the year, and the sentences they belong to. Addi-

tionally, the Wikipedia article title and the section title from which the possessor and year
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Figure 5.8. Neural network architecture to predict whether a potential pos-

sessor is a possessor before, during or after year. The input to the network is

exemplified with the (Vermeer, 1902 ) pair from Figure 5.3.

were selected are also added as a feature. The full feature set is described in Table 5.3 and

I do not elaborate further. The motivation to try SVMs is to establish a strong supervised

baseline, and to compare with neural networks that take as input only plain text.

5.4.2. Neural Networks

I use the implementations provided by the Keras neural network API [18] with Ten-

sorFlow backend [1]. Additionally, I use GloVe embeddings with 300 dimensions [43]4 to

transform words into their distributed representations, the Adam optimizer [29] and cate-

gorical cross entropy as a loss function. I train the network with batch size 16 for up to 200

epochs, but stop earlier if no improvement is observed in the validation set for 5 epochs. We

reserve 20% of the train split for validation.

The neural network is composed of four Long Short-Term Memory networks [23] with

200 units. The outputs of the LSTMs are concatenated along with the embeddings of the

possessor and year, and the final output is calculated with a Softmax layer. Each LSTM has

as its input a different chunk of text:

• The first LSTM takes as input the sequence of tokens in the sentence containing the

possessor (top left in Figure 5.8). Each token is represented by the corresponding

word embedding, and an additional embedding (also with 300 dimensions) for the

4Available at https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/, file glove/glove.6B.300.txt
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possessor and all other tokens (there are only two unique additional embeddings,

white and light gray in Figure 5.8). Unlike the word embedding from GloVe, the

additional embeddings are initialized randomly and are updated during the training

process. Our rationale to add the additional embeddings is to provide the LSTM

with information to learn which tokens surrounding the possessor are more impor-

tant.

• The second LSTM takes as input the sentence containing the year (top right in Fig-

ure 5.8). The input representation is very similar to the one used in the first LSTM,

the only difference is that the additional embeddings (white and dark grey) indicate

the year and any other token. Again, our rationale for the additional embeddings is

to provide the LSTM with information to learn which tokens surrounding the year

are more important.

• The third LSTM (bottom left in Figure 5.8) takes as input the Wikipedia article

(i.e., the name of the possessee). The input words are represented with their GloVe

embeddings.

• The fourth LSTM (bottom right) takes as input the section title from which the

possessor and year were selected. The input words are also represented with their

GloVe embeddings and no additional information. Our rationale is that some sec-

tions are less likely to contain valid possessors (e.g., Cultural Impact (low likelihood)

vs. Ownership and display (high likelihood).

5.4.3. Results

Results obtained with the test set are provided in Table 5.4. F-measures are always

higher for never than yes, but recall that only yes label allows us to extract valid possession

relations.

Baselines. The majority baseline always predicts never label for all temporal tags (before,

during and after, see percentages in Figure 5.4), thus it fails to extract any possession

information.

SVMs. SVMs obtain higher-than-chance results, but F-scores with yes label are relatively
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Before During After

P R F P R F P R F

SVM
yes 0.47 0.26 0.33 0.33 0.29 0.31 0.42 0.46 0.44

never 0.86 0.94 0.90 0.93 0.94 0.93 0.88 0.87 0.87

NN Full
yes 0.41 0.38 0.40 0.22 0.56 0.32 0.44 0.65 0.53

never 0.87 0.89 0.88 0.95 0.80 0.87 0.92 0.82 0.87

NN Full - addt embeds.
yes 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.21 0.46 0.29 0.35 0.75 0.47

never 0.88 0.87 0.88 0.94 0.82 0.88 0.93 0.69 0.79

NN Full - LSTMarticle title

yes 0.33 0.42 0.37 0.21 0.65 0.31 0.33 0.77 0.46

never 0.87 0.82 0.85 0.95 0.74 0.83 0.93 0.66 0.77

NN Full - LSTMsection title

yes 0.41 0.50 0.45 0.25 0.46 0.33 0.38 0.80 0.48

never 0.89 0.85 0.87 0.94 0.86 0.90 0.94 0.67 0.78

Table 5.4. Results obtained in the test set using SVMs (all features), and the

neural network (the full architecture and after disabling some components).

Recall that yes is the only label that enables us to extract possession relations,

results with never are mostly irrelevant.

low (before: 0.33, during: 0.31 and after: 0.44).

Neural Networks. The full neural network always outperforms SVMs, but the difference

in F-score with yes label is minimal for during (before: 0.40 vs 0.33, +21.2%; during: 0.32

vs. 0.31, +3.2%; after: 0.53 vs. 0.44, +20.5%).

We also experimented with modifications of the full neural network to provide in-

sights into which components are more useful. Specifically, we report results not using the

additional embeddings for the possessor and year, and disabling the LSTMs for the article

title and section title. Note that while yes F-scores for during barely vary regardless of the

modifications to the network, we found interesting patterns for before and after. All F-scores

discussed below are for yes label, the only label that is useful to extract possession relations.

• First, the additional embeddings for the possessor and year are beneficial for after
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(0.47 vs 0.53, +12.8%) and during (0.29 vs 0.32, +10.3%), and neutral for before.

This leads to the conclusion that the LSTM learns the contexts surrounding the

possessor and year successfully only for after and during. Note that the additional

embeddings provides information regarding the position of the possessor and year

within their sentences.

• Second, the LSTM that takes as its input the article title is beneficial for before

(0.37 vs. 0.40, +8.1%) and after (0.46 vs 0.53, +15.2%), and barely for during

(0.31 vs. 0.32, +3.1%). Thus we can conclude that the article title contains useful

information to determine the existence of possession relations, and that pretrained

word embeddings capture this information.

• Third, the LSTM that takes as its input the section title is beneficial for after (0.48

vs 0.53, +10.4%), detrimental for before (0.45 vs. 0.40, -11.1%) and barely detri-

mental for during (0.32 vs. 0.33, -3.0%). These results lead to the conclusion that

the section title only contains useful information to determine possession relations

in future years with respect to the years mentioned in the section.

5.5. Summary

In this chapter, possession relations are tracked over time. Specifically, I work with

Wikipedia articles about artworks, and extract their possessors as well as temporal informa-

tion with respect to the years explicitly mentioned (before, during or after). An approach to

extract potential possessors and pair them with years, and an annotation scheme to validate

them is presented. Overall inter-annotator agreement (Cohen’s kappa) is 0.70, and the re-

sulting corpus has substantial information regarding possessors over time: in 75% of articles

we validate at least 14 (possessor, year) pairs, and in 50%, at least 30 pairs.

Experimental results show that the task can be automated, although we obtain mod-

erate results. I present an LSTM ensemble that outperforms a traditional SVM. Disabling

certain components of the full network show that the article title and section title benefit

different temporal tags, and that the additional embeddings for the possessor and year are

beneficial for during.
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CHAPTER 6

EXTRACTING POSSESSIONS FROM SOCIAL MEDIA: IMAGES COMPLEMENT

LANGUAGE

This chapter describes a new dataset and experiments to determine whether authors

of tweets possess the objects they tweet about. I work with 5,000 tweets and show that

both humans and neural networks benefit from images in addition to text. I also introduce

a simple yet effective strategy to incorporate visual information into any neural network

beyond weights from pretrained networks. Specifically, I consider the tags identified in an

image as an additional textual input, and leverage pretrained word embeddings as usually

done with regular text. Experimental results show this novel strategy is beneficial.

6.1. Overview

Social media are platforms for sharing information online. Social media posts and

online behavior in general (e.g., Facebook likes, following other users in Twitter) have been

shown to predict human traits [16, 50]. Many social media posts include an image alongside

text, and the percentage keeps growing as doing so boosts user engagement [41].

Pictures and text in social media usually complement each other. Thus, even if the

information of interest can be understood from either communication modality, considering

both is beneficial. Consider the tweet in Figure 6.1. The text indicates that Arnold goes

on bike rides when he travels. The image shows him riding a bike, indicating that he was

riding a bike when he tweeted thus he was in possession of a bike. On the other hand, if the

picture were a screenshot of his Twitter posting statistics, Arnold most likely would not be

in possession of a bike when tweeting, but rather sharing a log of his previous trips with his

followers.

The main contributions of this chapter are: (a) a corpus of 5,000 tweets (text and

images) annotated with possession relations including type (alienable or control), temporal
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Figure 6.1. Sample tweet with text and an image. We can infer that Arnold

possessed a bike when he tweeted.

relations with respect to the tweet timestamp, and interest in something,1 (b) detailed corpus

analysis showing, among others, that humans understand more possession relations when

they have access to both the text and images, (c) experimental results showing that the task

can be automated and features automatically extracted from the images improve results.

Regarding visual features, I show that incorporating weights from pretrained networks—

a common practice in previous work—is beneficial, but more substantial improvements are

obtained when the objects and events identified in an image are incorporated as an additional

textual input.

6.2. Related Work

Possession relations have primarily been studied in efforts targeting large relation

repositories between arguments connected with some lexico-syntactic pattern. Most previous

1Available at http://dhivyachinnappa.com
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efforts described in section 2 to extract possessions from text, and target possessors and

possessees connected by specific patterns. Unlike these previous works, we (a) leverage both

text and images, (b) work with informal tweets (instead of standard English), (c) temporally

relate possessions before, during and after the tweet timestamp, and (d) also extract whether

somebody has an interest in a concrete object regardless of possession existence. types, and

Using multiple modalities (e.g., text and images) to better solve some task is not

new. Among many others, Specia et al. [51] and Moon et al. [38] propose multimodal

architectures to solve a problem as previously discussed in chapter 2.

The innovation in this chapter is twofold. First, I show that humans understand more

possession information when they have access to the image accompanying a text, as opposed

to only reporting improvements on (automatically) solving some task. Second, the neural

image component includes two subcomponents. The first one—weights from InceptionNet—

is common in previous work, but the second one is novel. Specifically, the second component

considers the objects and events identified in an image as an additional textual input. This

allows us to leverage pretrained word emebeddings and recurrent neural networks, a strategy

that we prove beneficial.

6.3. A Corpus of Possession Relations from Social Media

I start with a collection of tweets consisting of text and images [27]. First, I discard

tweets that do not contain I, me, my, or mine in order to maximize the amount of tweets

published by individuals and avoid advertisements. Second, I select as potential possessors

the authors of tweets, and as potential possesses the nouns subsumed by WordNet synsets [37]

proposed in chapter 3 except the following nouns: fan, filter, launch, mini, release and safe.

I eliminate them because they almost never yield possession relations in social media. For

example, fan almost always refers to a person (e.g., This Bucks fan put on a show) instead

of to an “apparatus with rotating blades”, and filter almost always refers to a photo effect

(e.g., Bare face plus a snap filter) instead of to a “porous device for removing impurities.”

Finally, I randomly select 5,000 possessor-possessee pairs.
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6.3.1. Annotation Tasks and Guidelines

In addition to possession existence (i.e., whether the potential possessor possesses

the potential possessee), annotations for possession type (alienable or control), temporal

relations with respect to the tweet timestamp, and whether the potential possessor has an

interest in the potential possessee regardless of possession existence is also presented.

Possession Existence. The first annotation task is to determine whether the potential

possessor (x ) possesses the potential possessee (y). Annotators choose between the following

labels:

• yes if a possession exists (i.e., x possesses y) at some point of time;

• never if a possession does not exist (i.e., x does not possess y) at any point of time;

or

• unk (unknown) if it is sound to ask whether x possesses y, but there is not enough

information to choose yes or never.

Possession Type. If a possession relation exists (existence: yes), annotators also indicate

the type:

• alienable: if x can be separated from y and x is the owner of y, regardless of spatial

proximity or other variables; or

• control: if x can be separated from y and x has control over y, regardless of

ownership, spatial proximity or other variables.

Note that according to these definitions, control possessions, unlike alienable possessions, do

not require ownership. For example, people driving a rental car have control possession of

the car.

Temporal relations. If a possession relation exists (existence: yes), annotators also indi-

cate when it is true with respect to the tweet timestamp:

• before yes or no: whether x possesses y the day before tweeting or earlier;

• during yes or no: whether x possesses y the day he tweeted; and

• after yes or no: whether x possesses y the day after tweeting or later.

Interest in the Possessee. Finally, annotators also indicate whether x has an interest
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Only Text Text and Image

% κ % κ

alienable, control, never, unk 87.1 0.83 86.5 0.82

before yes, before no 90.0 0.80 91.6 0.81

during yes, during no 89.5 0.78 98.1 0.78

after yes, after no 90.5 0.80 97.2 0.79

interest yes, interest no 82.5 0.76 90.3 0.78

Table 6.1. Inter-annotator agreements (observed and Cohen’s κ) having ac-

cess to (a) the text and (b) the text and image. κ values between 0.60 and

0.80 are considered substantial, and above 0.80 nearly perfect.

in y (interest yes or interest no), regardless of the labels for possession existence and type.

Interest does not entail past, current or future possession existence. It indicates that x shows

curiosity or excitement about y. Let us consider John Doe and a tweet about eating more

vegetables (with a fork) because of a doctor’s recommendation. In this context, John would

have control possession of the fork but no interest in it.

6.3.2. Annotation Set-Up and Inter-Annotator Agreement

Annotations were done in-house by two graduate students. I developed a simple

interface that showed one tweet at a time. In a first round of annotations, they had access

only to the text in the tweet. In a second round, they had access to both the text and the

image. The rationale is that we are interested in comparing human judgments depending on

whether the image is available or not (Section 6.4.1).

Inter-Annotator Agreement. Table 6.1 shows inter-annotator agreements (observed and

Cohen’s κ) when annotators have access to (a) only the text and (b) the text and image.

Agreements are very similar regardless of whether the image is available, and as we shall see

(Section 6.4.1), doing so results in more possession information. Cohen’s κ for possession

existence and type (first row) is 0.82 with text and images, it ranges from 0.78 to 0.81 for

temporal relations (rows 2–4), and it is 0.78 for interest in the possessee (row 5).
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Possession existence

and posession type

yes, alienable 38.4%

yes, control 7.5%

never 38.6%

unk 15.5%

Interest
interest yes 40.2%

interest no 59.8%

Table 6.2. Label distributions. The percentage of yes is divided into

alienable and control.

6.4. Corpus Analysis

This chapter begins explaining the final corpus, which was annotated with both text

and images. Then, a comparison of the corpus obtained when annotators have access to (a)

only the text and (b) the text and image is presented.

Label Distributions. Table 6.2 shows the distribution of all labels for three anno-

tation tasks: possession existence, possession type (yes: alienable or control) and interest

in the possessee.

Overall, the percentage of unknown label (unk) is low (15.5%), indicating that posses-

sion existence can almost always be determined. More importantly, the procedure described

in Section 6.3 allows us to reveal useful knowledge in 84.5% of all generated possessor-

possessee pairs (alienable, control and never). Most possessions are alienable (83.6%, 38.4%

of all possessor-possesee pairs) and the percentage of control possession is low. The never

label is somewhat common (38.6), indicating that people often tweet about objects that

they have never possessed. Regarding interest, the possessor has an interest in the possessee

in 40.2% of the 5,000 generated pairs. Figure 6.2 provides insights regarding possession

existence and interest for the generated pairs. First, the possessor has an interest in the

possessee in (a) 35% of pairs for which possession could not be determined (unk) and (b)

15% of pairs for which no possession exists (never). Second, regardless of possession type,

the percentage of interest yes remains at approximately 60%.
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Alienable
(38%)

Control
(8%)

Never
(39%)

Unknown
(15%)

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%
interest yes
interest no

Figure 6.2. Distribution of interest in the possessee labels depending on

possession existence and type. People often have an interest in objects they

do not possess and when possessions cannot be determined (never, unk).

alienable control

before
before yes 79.5% 45.8%

before no 20.5% 54.2%

during
during yes 95.9% 76.3%

during no 4.1% 23.7%

after
after yes 90.5% 29.5%

after no 9.5% 70.5%

Table 6.3. Distribution of temporal relation labels depending on the posses-

sion type (alienable or control).

The distributions of temporal relation (before, during and after) labels per possession

type (Table 6.3) show that possession type substantially influences when the possession is

true with respect to the tweet timestamp. Regarding alienable possessions, people tweet

more about what they own or will own in the future than what they owned in the past

(95.9% and 90.5% vs. 79.5%). Control possessions show mostly uniform distribution with

relation before, and are unlikely to be true the day after tweeting (29.5%).
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Container
(31%)
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(27%)

Vehicle
(21%)

Covering
(14%)

Others
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20%

40%
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80%

100%

Alienable
Control

Never                     
Unknown                  

Interest yes
Interest no

Figure 6.3. Label distribution (left column: possession existence and type,

right column: interest) depending on the WordNet synset of the possessee.

Finally, Figure 6.3 presents the distribution of possession existence, possession type

and interest in the possessee depending on the WordNet synset of the possessee. Regarding

possession existence and possession type labels (left columns), we observe similar distribu-

tions across synsets, although devices (e.g., watch, guitar, cell phone) yield more possessions

(alienable and control labels) and most of the possessions are alienable. In other words,

people tend to tweet about devices they own, and rarely about devices they only have control

over. Regarding interest in the possessee (right columns), people are slightly more likely to

have an interest if the possessee is a device.

Annotation Examples. I present annotation examples in Table 6.4 for all annotations

tasks.

In Example (a), annotators understood that the author of the tweet was a competitive

biker (bike stunt, racing flag), and world knowledge tells us that competitive bikers own their

bikes. Thus, the author had an alienable possession with the bike. The text clearly indicates

that the possession was true in the past (2 years ago, and hints that the author has an

interest in bikes (miss being on X ).

Example (b) is a straightforward example of control possession: the author does not
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a) b) c)

Possessee: bike Possessee: jacket Possessee: bag

Ex.,

Type

Temp. Interest Ex.,

Type

Temp. Interest Ex.,

Type

Temp. Interest

alienable B yes control D no alienable B,D,A yes

d) e) f)

Possessee: sunglasses Possessee: boot Possessee: pants

Ex.,

Type

Temp. Interest Ex.,

Type

Temp. Interest Ex.,

Type

Temp. Interest

never n/a no unk n/a yes never n/a no

Table 6.4. Annotation examples when annotators have access to the text

and image. Possession existence and type (alienable, control, never, unk),

temporal relations (B: before, D: during, A: after) and interest (yes or no) are

indicated.

own the jacket. While weekends last for two days, it is unknown when the author tweeted,

so annotators chose only during temporal relation. Additionally, neither the text or image
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Only Text

alienable control never unk

Text and Image

alienable 80.5% 7.8% 10.0% 38.7%

control 9.4% 82.8% 3.0% 12.2%

never 8.3% 6.3% 83.3% 23.4%

unk 1.8% 3.1% 4.7% 25.7%

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Table 6.5. Changes in labels depending on whether annotators have access

to the image. Note that 74.3% of instances annotated unk with only text

become alienable (38.7%), control (12.2%) or never (23.4%).

indicate that the author has any interest in the jacket.

Example (c) illustrates an alienable possession in which the author possesses the

possessee (i.e., the bag) before, during and after tweeting. While there is no specific cue

indicating that the author will own the bag for an extended period of time, common sense

indicates so. Additionally, the text (my cutest bag ever) indicates that the author is excited

and has an interest in the bag. Example (d) illustrates never label. In this case, the author

is talking about the baby’s sunglasses. Additionally, there is no indication of the author

having an interest about the sunglasses.

Examples (e, f) illustrate unk and never labels. The author of tweet (d) is sharing his

favorite boots, and there is not enough information to determine whether she owns any. The

author is, however, interested in boots, as she went through the task of choosing her favorite

boot picks. Finally, in Example (f), pantscannot be a possessee as it is part of the name of

a movie character.

6.4.1. Text vs. Text and Image

Annotators chose different labels depending on whether they had access to (a) only

the text or (b) the text and image (Table 6.5) Most labels remain the same (alienable: 80.5%,

control: 82.8%, never: 83.3%), however, most instances labeled unk when annotators have
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(a) (b) (c)

Possessee: denim Possessee: candle Possessee: hat

Ex.,

Type

Temp. Interest Ex.,

Type

Temp. Interest Ex.,

Type

Temp. Interest

T unk n/a no unk n/a no alienable B,D,A no

T+I alienable B,D,A yes alienable B,D,A no never n/a no

Table 6.6. Examples of tweets which are annotated different depending on

whether annotators have access to only the text (first row of labels, T) or

the text and image (second row of labels, T+I). Note that the image allows

to annotate more possessions (Examples (a) and (b)) as well as fix mistakes

(Example (c)).

access only to text (74.3%) become alienable (38.7%), control (12.2%), or never (23.4%)

when they also have access to the image.

Table 6.6 shows examples of changes in annotation. Given only the text in Tweet (a),

it appears that the author dislikes denim. Looking at the image, however, it becomes clear

that the author is being sarcastic and not only owns denim clothes but actually has a strong

interest in denim. The text in Tweet (b) is basically two quotes, and looking only at the

text one cannot determine whether the author owns any candles. Taking into account the

picture, however, one can conclude that the author does own a candle (the picture illustrates

his advice from the text) although she does not have an interest in it. The last example,

Tweet (c), illustrates how images also help discarding possessions that appear obvious from
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Figure 6.4. Neural network architecture to predict possession existence,

type, temporal relations and interest. The text component (above dotted line)

and two image components (below dotted line) are included. Note that the

top 5 tags from the Vision API become a textual input, and I use pretrained

word embeddings and an LSTM for them.

the text. The hat is not an actual object (it is a drawing on top of the picture) thus no

alienable possession exists.

6.5. Experiments and Results

I experiment primarily with neural networks. Regarding libraries, I use Keras [18]

with TensorFlow as a backend [1]. Each possessor-possessee pair (and corresponding tweet)

becomes an instance, and I create stratified training (80%) and test (20%) sets. I train the

neural network for up to 200 epochs using the Adam optimizer [29], categorical cross entropy,

and batch size 32. I stop the training process before 200 epochs if no improvement occurs

in the validation set (15% of the training set) for 10 epochs. More specifically, I train six

classifiers. The first classifier predicts possession existence (yes, never or unk). The second

classifier predicts possession types, i.e., classifies pairs between which a possession exists

(yes) into alienable or control. The third, fourth and fifth classifiers predict temporal

relations, i.e., classify pairs between which a possession holds—either alienable or control—

into before yes or before no, during yes or during no, and after yes or after no. Finally,

the sixth classifier predicts interest in the possessee (interest yes or interest no).
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6.5.1. Neural Network Architecture

Figure 6.4 shows the neural network architecture, which includes components for the

tex and image.

Text Component. The text component is an LSTM [24]. Each token is represented with

the concatenation of three embeddings. The first two are Glove word embeddings pretrained

with Common Crawl and Twitter [43]. The third embedding only takes two possible values

(dark grey: possessee, white: non-possessee) and it is used to indicate the potential possessee.

Only the additional embeddings are tuned along with other network parameters. Intuitively,

the additional embedding allows the LSTM to focus on the context surrounding the potential

possessee.

Image Component. The image component leverages two pretrained neural networks:

InceptionNet [55] and Cloud Vision API.2 Generally speaking, InceptionNet is pretrained

to identify objects, and the Vision API outputs tags describing images including not only

objects but also events (e.g., cycling, recreation, travel from the image in the tweet in Figure

4.5). Regarding InceptionNet, I follow previous work (Section 6.2) and include the weights

of the average pooling layer (second to last layer). This incorporates features (real numbers)

capturing characteristics of the image to the output Softmax layer, where the features are

useful for object prediction.

More interestingly, I also incorporate the top 5 tags identified in the image by the

Cloud Vision API. The main novelty of this architecture is the strategy to incorporate them.

Rather than using one-hot encodings or training special-purpose embeddings, I consider the

top 5 tags as an additional textual input and levarage pretrained GloVe word embeddings

and an LSTM. Word embeddings allow us to bring meaning to the tags. Intuitively, this

is more beneficial than incorporating weights from InceptionNet because the embeddings

are a distributed representation of word meaning, and they are useful to, among others,

determining word similarity and solving analogies [43]. The LSTM is useful because tags

may be more than one token (e.g., whipped cream, electronic device) thus the top 5 tags are

2https://cloud.google.com/vision/
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Maj. baseline NN only text NN text + IN NN text + Itags NN text + img

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

yes .46 1.0 .63 .70 .69 .69 .70 .72 .71 .70 .78 .74 .73 .78 .76

never .00 .00 .00 .57 .55 .56 .57 .57 .57 .62 .56 .59 .64 .63 .63

unk .00 .00 .00 .57 .55 .56 .51 .47 .49 .64 .54 .59 .64 .53 .58

Macro Avg. .15 .33 .21 .61 .60 .60 .59 .59 .59 .65 .63 .64 .67 .65 .66

alienable .84 1.0 .91 .84 .94 .89 .84 .95 .89 .84 .96 .90 .83 .92 .88

control .00 .00 .00 .19 .07 .10 .21 .07 .10 .29 .09 .14 .75 .82 .77

Macro Avg. .52 .50 .46 .52 .51 .50 .53 .51 .50 .57 .53 .52 .79 .87 .83

interest yes .59 1.0 .74 .54 .39 .45 .52 .48 .50 .52 .43 .47 .52 .43 .47

interest no .00 .00 .00 .64 .77 .70 .65 .68 .67 .64 .72 .68 .64 .72 .68

Macro Avg. .30 .50 .37 .61 .58 .58 .59 .58 .59 .58 .58 .58 .58 .58 .58

Table 6.7. Results for predicting possession existence, possession type and

interest in possessee. We report results with the full network (last column, NN

text + img) as well as with selected components: only text, text + weights

from InceptionNet (IN), and text + LSTM encoding of top-5 tags detected in

the image (text + Itags).

a sequence of at least five tokens—not necessarily five tokens. This strategy to incorporate

information extracted from an image is novel.

6.5.2. Results

Tables 6.7 and 6.8 present the experimental results (Precision, Recall and F1-score).

We present results per label and the macro average.

Baselines. We use the majority baseline and logistic regression using bag-of-words fea-

tures (not shown, F1-scores are 0.48 (existence), 0.56 (types) and 0.58 (interest)). The full

LSTM (NN text + img) outperforms the baselines predicting possession existence and types

(existence F1: 0.66 vs. 0.21–0.64; types F1: 0.83 vs. 0.46–0.52)), but all models except

the majority baseline perform roughly the same predicting interest in the possessee (F1:
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Before During After

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

NN, only text

yes 0.74 0.96 0.83 0.92 0.98 0.95 0.82 0.88 0.85

never 0.35 0.07 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.21 0.24

Macro Avg. 0.55 0.52 0.47 0.46 0.49 0.48 0.56 0.55 0.55

NN, text + img

yes 0.70 0.78 0.74 0.88 0.97 0.92 0.84 0.89 0.87

never 0.48 0.38 0.43 0.25 0.08 0.12 0.53 0.41 0.46

Macro Avg. 0.59 0.58 0.59 0.57 0.53 0.52 0.69 0.65 0.67

Table 6.8. Results for predicting temporal relations with the neural network

(only text, and text and image).

0.58–0.59).

Neural Network. Table 6.7 presents the results obtained with four versions of the neural

network: using (a) only the text component, (b) the text component and the weights from

InceptionNet (text + IN), (c) the text component and the tags from the Vision API as an

additional textual input (text + Itags), and (d) the full network (text + img). We also

obtained results with only the image components, but do not report the results because they

were much worse.

Possession Existence. All variations of the neural network outperform the baselines (lo-

gistic regression obtains 0.48 F1, not shown). Weights from InceptionNet do not bring any

improvement by themselves, but the tags from the Vision API used as an additional textual

input do (F1: 0.64 vs. 0.60). More importantly, combining both of them yields 10% im-

provement (F1: 0.66 vs. 0.60). Further examination revealed that this is due to leveraging

pretrained word embeddings with the tags from the Vision API—using one-hot encodings

does not bring improvements (not shown).

Possession Type and Interest in the Possessee. Regarding possession type, we observe

a similar trend than with possession existence. This time, however, the differences in results

are larger (F1: 0.50 vs. 0.83) and the network with both image components (NN text +
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img) is the only model predicting control reliably (0.77 vs. 0.10–0.14).

Regarding interest in the possessee, all models but the majority baseline (including

logistic regression) obtain similar F1s (0.58–0.59). While there is certainly room for improve-

ment, the current results lead to the conclusion that a few keywords are sufficient to obtain

0.58 F1: neither images nor word embeddings bring improvements.

Temporal relations. Table 6.8 presents results obtained with the neural network when

predicting temporal relations. The image components are beneficial with all relations, es-

pecially before (F1: 0.47 vs. 0.59, +25%) and after (0.55 vs. 0.67, +22%), and to a lesser

degree during (0.48 vs. 0.52; 8%). F1 scores are higher for yes label than never label across

all temporal relations.

6.6. Summary

This chapter presents a corpus of 5,000 tweets and experimental results to extract

possession relations. Specifically, I work with text and images in order to reveal the possesees

of the author of a tweet. Beyond possession existence, I also consider possession type,

temporal relations with respect to the tweet timestamp, and whether the author has an

interest in the potential possessor regardless of possession existence.

The corpus analysis shows that humans understand more possessions when they have

access to both the text and images. Authors of tweets often have an interest in potential

possessees when there is no possession relation or there is not enough information to de-

termine whether a possession exists (never and unk labels). Finally, experimental results

show that incorporating pretrained networks for object identification and image understand-

ing complement neural components that consider text. Crucially, the chapter shows that

considering the top 5 tags identified in images (objects and events) as an additional textual

input and leveraging word embeddings and recurrent neural networks yields better results

than incorporating only weights from intermediate layers, as previous work does.
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CHAPTER 7

This chapter presents WikiPossessions, a new benchmark corpus for the task of

temporally-oriented possession (TOP), or tracking objects as they change hands over time.

Annotation on Wikipedia articles for 90 different well-known artifacts (paintings, diamonds,

and archaeological artifacts), producing 799 artifact-possessor relations with associated at-

tributes are presented. For each article, I also produce a full possession timeline. The full

version of the task combines straightforward entity-relation extraction with complex tempo-

ral reasoning, as well as verification of textual support for the relevant types of knowledge.

In addition to the corpus, I present baseline models for the task.

7.1. Overview

This chapter offers a data set which combines several related tasks on possession

requiring different degrees of inferential complexity. Rather than focusing on question-answer

pairs linked to particular sentences or text passages, the unit of analysis for this data set is

a complete Wikipedia article. As a comparison, the average text length in this evaluation

data set is an order of magnitude longer than the average passage in the DROP corpus [19],

which was developed specifically to demand reasoning across longer text spans than previous

reading comprehension benchmarks.

The framework for the evaluation is the task of temporally-oriented possession (TOP),

or tracking objects as they change hands over time. To complete the full TOP task for a

given text, a system must do the following:

a) identify all possessors of a target possessee;

b) anchor possessors to times or events;

c) determine temporal relations between each temporal anchor and the possession re-

lation it corresponds to;

d) label both possessors and temporal relations as certain or uncertain, according to
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Figure 7.1. Excerpt from the Wikipedia article The Night Café. The pos-

sessors are highlighted.

whether the text provides explicit evidence; and

e) assemble all individual possessors into a complete, ordered possession timeline.

The timeline generation task described above requires reasoning over the entire text, and

each subtask requires different types of local information. This subtask set-up allows for

breaking the input text into manageable chunks (e.g. handling one possessor at a time),

making the task suitable for most state-of-the-art neural architectures.

The contributions of this work are a a) new corpus1 annotated for all temporally-

oriented possession subtasks, b) an evaluation procedure, and c) a simple baseline model for

the task.

The TOP framework can be applied to any text which describes multiple changes of

possession of one or more entities. In this work, the framework in one particular domain is

realized. The corpus (section 7.4), WikiPossessions, is a collection of Wikipedia articles for

90 different well-known artifacts (paintings, diamonds, and archaeological artifacts), produc-

ing 799 artifact-possessor relations with associated attributes. Figure 7.1 is an excerpt from

one article in the corpus, with all possessors highlighted. For each article, a full possession

timeline is generated; Figure 7.2 is a visualization of the complete timeline produced for this

article. All annotations are manually-validated.

Although the various subtasks each contribute to the end goal of generating a pos-

session timeline, each subtask is evaluated independently (section 7.6). The baseline model

1Available at http://dhivyachinnappa.com
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(section 7.7) uses simple heuristics to accomplish each subtask.

7.2. Related Work

Research in machine reading, text comprehension, and natural language understand-

ing continues to proceed at a rapid pace. Each time a new approach claims to surpass human

performance on benchmark evaluation data sets, a new data set comes along, offering a new

twist on the previous challenges [15, 46, 19, for example]. At the same time, the community

has questioned whether these data sets in fact require comprehension of reading texts by

the machine [28]. Previous work on automatic extraction of possession has mostly focused

on particular syntactic constructions. In this work, I consider all expressions of possession,

whether phrasal, clausal, sentential, or even inter-sentential. The non-restrictive approach

presented here is similar to that of Banea et al. [10], who annotate possessions of particular

bloggers at the time of utterance.

7.3. Stages in Generating a Possession Timeline

The temporally-oriented possession task consists of several subtasks with different

degrees of inferential complexity. There are three stages to the process of producing a

possession timeline with all associated attributes, and each stage depends on input from one

or more previous stages.

Stage One: Possessor Identification and Certainty. The first step takes as

input a text passage and a target possessee; output from this step is a list of possessors -

entities who have possessed the target entity at some point in time. In our case, the text

passage is a Wikipedia article about a single well-known artifact (the target possessee).

Possessor identification is a fairly straightforward entity relation extraction task.

What makes this data set more challenging is the requirement to extract all relations of

this type from a relatively long input text. The target possessee, as the subject of the ar-

ticle, is often left implicit (ex. 7.1, where the reader must infer what is owned by Yale) or

referred to pronominally (ex. 7.2).2

2In examples, possessors (and sometimes temporal anchors) appear in boldface, and the Wikipedia article
name in square brackets.
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Example 7.1. On March 27, 2016 the United States Supreme Court rejected an appeal by

Konwaloff regarding the case ... The rejection means Yale’s ownership is absolute. [The

Night Café]

Example 7.2. It was loaned to the Ashmolean Museum in early 1900s, its whereabouts

after this are unknown; it was rediscovered in a Battersea home in the early 1960s, boxed

in over a chimney. [Flaming June]

After identifying a set of possessors, the system next should determine how certain the

possession relation is according to textual evidence (section 7.4.3). Certainty of possession is

a property of an individual (artifact, possessor) relation.

Stage Two: Temporal Anchoring, Temporal Relations, and Certainty. The

second step takes as input a text passage and an extracted (artifact, possessor) relation;

output is a temporal anchor for the possession relation. This task corresponds to the TLINK

task in the TempEval shared tasks [60, 59], limiting the range to only possession-type events.

In our case, three types of anchors are allowed: a year, a range of years, or a major historical

event (as in ex. 7.3).

Example 7.3. After the victory of Francisco Franco in Spain, the painting was sent

to the United States to raise funds and support for Spanish refugees. [Guernica]

Once the temporal anchor has been identified, the next task is temporal relation identification

[60, 59]. Specifically, the system should indicate whether the possession event held BEFORE

the temporal anchor, DURING the temporal anchor, or AFTER (section 7.4.4). Finally, the

temporal relation is labeled with the certainty of that relation, again according to textual

evidence. Temporal relation certainty is a property of an individual (artifact, possessor,

temporal anchor) triple.

Stage Three: Possession Timeline Generation. The final stage in the process is

to build a global possession timeline. The timeline should represent the order of possession

between all identified possessors. The input to this final stage is the article, together with the
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1888

Vincent 
van Gogh

1930

Ivan
Morozov

Soviet
authorities

Moscow
Stephen Carlton 

Clark

Now

New 
Haven,

CT

Yale 
University

Possessors with
temporal anchors 
unknown

Possessors with
temporal anchors 
known

Figure 7.2. Possession timeline for the Wikipedia article The Night Café

(see Fig. 7.1 for excerpt of text).

Total # of Wikipedia articles 90

Total # of mentioned possessors 799

Total # of unique possessors 735

Avg # of words per article 2315

Avg # of sections per article 6.66

Avg # of possessors per article 8.87

Avg # of unique possessors per article 7.99

Table 7.1. Corpus statistics for WikiPossessions.

set of extracted possession relations and all associated attributes; the output is a set of order

indices, one for each (artifact, possessor) relation. Note that all identified possessors

must be included in the timeline, regardless of whether a temporal anchor has been identified

for the possessor. Producing this complete possession timeline thus requires more than just

ordering the set of temporal anchors; possessors without explicit temporal anchors must be

inserted in the order as well. Figure 7.2 is a visualization of the final timeline output for the

Wikipedia article about Van Gogh’s The Night Café.

7.4. WikiPossessions: The Corpus

English Wikipedia articles about historical artifacts that could possibly change hands

over time, being held by different possessors in different years were collected. The article
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All possessors

Total for all articles 799

NE type: Pers / Org / Loc 281 / 318 / 200

Poss: Cert / Uncert 774 / 25

Time: Known / Unknown 660 / 139

TRel: Before / During / After 7 / 647 / 6

TRel: Cert / Uncert 608 / 52

Table 7.2. Statistics for all marked possessors

topics include paintings, diamonds, relics, sculptures, and archaeological findings.

Next, the set of articles was filtered to retain only articles that: a) do not discuss

more than one artifact; and b) contain at least three possessors for the artifact. These

filtering criteria are motivated by the goal of automatically extracting possession timelines

from the texts. The resulting corpus consists of 90 articles, with each article focusing on a

single target artifact. For a given article, the target artifact is the possessee in all identified

possession relations. Table 7.1 shows basic statistics for the corpus. Note that the total

number of possessors and the number of unique possessors is presented.

7.4.1. Annotating Temporally-Oriented Possession

The annotation scheme was designed primarily to capture all temporal information

relevant to changes of possession over time. Thus, in addition to identifying artifact-possessor

relations (Section 7.4.2), a temporal anchor for each relation and the temporal relation of

the possession with respect to the temporal anchor (Section 7.4.4) is identified. The set

of possession relations is then ordered into a timeline (Section 7.4.5). For both possession

relations and temporal relations, annotations whether these features are certain or not, given

the available textual evidence (Section 7.4.3) is presented.

Annotators were provided with HTML pages of the 90 selected Wikipedia articles.3

3Original download date: 12th June 2017
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NE Possessor Poss.Cert Ordering Temp.Anchor TRel TRel.Cert

PER Vincent van Gogh C 1 1888 During C

PER Ivan Morozov C 2 Unknown - -

LOC Moscow C 2 Unknown -

ORG Soviet authorities C 3 1930 Before C

PER Stephen Carlton Clark C 4 Unknown - -

ORG Yale University C 5 Unknown-Now During C

LOC New Haven, CT C 5 Unknown-Now During C

Table 7.3. Complete annotation, including possession timeline, for

Wikipedia article on Van Gogh’s The Night Café.

Annotation was done using the Wired-Marker4 Firefox extension to annotate the HTML

pages. First, all possessors of the target artifacts (Section 7.4.2) were highlighted, using

different-colored markers (provided by Wired-Marker) for different named entity types. All

other annotation features (Sections 7.4.3, 7.4.4, 7.4.5) were added to the highlighted text

using Wired-Marker’s notes function.

The annotators were instructed to read the entire document to decide on the pos-

sessors and the order of possession. Unless one possessor possessed the artifact at different

points in time, only one mention of each possessor is annotated.

7.4.2. Possessors and Artifacts

The focus is on a single possessee/artifact, namely the topic of the article. For that

artifact, all possessors of that artifact mentioned over the course of the article are identified.

The corpus consists of all artifact-possessor pairs identified from the selected Wikipedia

articles. A total of 799 pairs, with 735 unique artifact-possessor pairs.

For example, the text snippet seen in Figure 7.1 yields the following pairs:5

1. (night_cafe, ivan_morozov)

4http://www.wired-marker.org/en

5The complete annotations for the article containing the text snippet are shown in Table 7.3.
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2. (night_cafe, soviet_authorities)

3. (night_cafe, stephen_carlton_clark)

4. (night_cafe, yale_university)

The possessors identified each fall into one of three named entity (NE) categories: Person,

Organization (e.g. museums or universities), or Location (e.g. particular cities, states, or

countries). The NE type of each possessor is labeled manually, with the resulting distribution

shown in Table 7.2. Organizations are the most frequent possessors, followed by People

and then Locations. Although the possessors fall neatly into traditional NE categories,

many of them are not in fact recognized by standard NE taggers. These include cases like

example (7.4):

Example 7.4. On the morning of March 18, 1990, thieves disguised as police officers broke

into the museum and stole The Storm on the Sea of Galilee and 12 other works. [The Storm

on the Sea of Galilee]

The thieves who stole the painting, and presumably possessed it for at least some time

thereafter, are unnamed. English NER systems also struggle to recognize possessors such as

“artist’s daughter” or names in other languages. This means that NER alone is not sufficient

to identify possessors, even in this specific context where all possessees are concrete artifacts

and likely to be owned by NEs.

7.4.3. Certainty of Possession

For each artifact-possessor pair, annotators are asked to assess the certainty of the

possession relation. I am interested in the notion of certainty as it relates to textual evidence:

if the text of the entire article strongly supports the relation, the instance should be marked

as Certain (C). If not, it should be marked as Uncertain (UC).

Example (7.5) illustrates a case of uncertainty; the phrase “generally accepted” indi-

cates some degree of uncertainty on the part of the author.

Example 7.5. It was completed after Giorgione’s death in 1510, with the landscape and
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sky generally accepted to have been completed by Titian. [The Sleeping Venus]

7.4.4. Temporal Anchor and Relations

This section describes annotation of temporal features of the extracted possession

relations.

Temporal anchor. The first time-related annotation decision is to determine whether,

according to the text, there is a temporal anchor for the given possession relation. For cases

when a possessor has held an artifact for more than one time period, different temporal

anchors may be associated with the same artifact-possessor pair, as in example (7.6) below.

This painting was in the custody of its owner prior to the 1873 Exhibition, and then again for

a period between the end of that exhibition and the painting’s 1878 journey out of Russia.

Example 7.6. Despite its progressive implications, Barge Haulers was bought by the Tsar’s

second son. It was lent for exhibition at the 1873 International Exhibition in Vienna,

where it won a bronze medal. It was exhibited outside Russia again in 1878... [Barge

Haulers on the Volga]

If a temporal anchor cannot be identified, the other temporal features are not relevant.

Looking again at Figure 7.1, only one of the five possessors has an identifiable temporal

anchor: Soviet authorities, anchored in 1930. In the corpus, 660 of 799 possessors are

associated with a temporal anchor.

Temporal relations. Our temporal anchors are similar in nature to the TLINK

annotations of the TimeBank Corpus [45], but I restrict the granularity to the level of the

year. An anchor could denote a single year, a range of years, or some historical event.

Particular days or months are ignored.

In the ideal case, the temporal anchor covers the entire period of possession (e.g.

“1983-1987”), but more often the text mentions a date or historical event (e.g. World

War II) which may or may not lie within the duration of possession. To build possession

timelines, we need to know how the temporal anchor relates to the period of possession.
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Thus annotatios for three different categories of temporal relation. BEFORE indicates that

possession occurred prior to the anchor, while AFTER indicates that possession occurred

later than the temporal anchor. DURING indicates that the period of possession includes

the temporal anchor. Annotators also mark whether the temporal relations are certain or

uncertain, according to the evidence in the text.

Example 7.7. BEFORE: At some undetermined point before 1516 it came into the pos-

session of Don Diego de Guevara ... [Arnolfini Portrait ]

Example 7.8. DURING: In 1599 a German visitor saw it in the Alcazar Palace in

Madrid. [Arnolfini Portrait ]

Example 7.9. AFTER: In 1530 the painting was inherited by Margaret’s niece Mary of

Hungary, who in 1556 went to live in Spain. [Arnolfini Portrait ]

Note that the temporal annotations reflect only the knowledge contained in the text; they

do not provide complete information about changes in possession. The temporal anchor in

example (7.7) provides the latest possible date at which possession of the portrait transferred

to Don Diego de Guevara. Example (7.8) conveys that the temporal anchor 1599 occurs

sometime during the Alcazar’s possession of the portrait. We do not know where in the

period of possession the date falls; it could be a beginning or end date. The temporal anchor

in example (7.9) marks the change of possession.

7.4.5. Possession Ordering and Timeline

The final annotation task is to order the possessors according to when each had

control of the artifact in question, building up a possession timeline. Each possessor is

given a serial number, depending on the order in which the artifact was possessed. Usually

the artist who created or found the artifact (if known) is assigned the serial number 1. The

next possessor gets the serial number 2, and so forth. An example timeline can be seen in

Table 7.3.

Annotation relies on the complete textual context, often allowing the annotator to
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determine ordering of possession events even if explicit temporal anchors are not stated in

the text. For example, in Figure 7.1, we can infer that the possessor (Yale University),

to whom the painting was bequeathed, appears in the timeline later than the possessor who

did the bequeathing.

When two possessors held the artifact simultaneously (e.g. Yale University and

New Haven, Connecticut), both appear at the same position in the timeline. A possessor

can receive multiple serial numbers when there are multiple relevant periods of possession

(as in (7.6)).

7.5. Inter-Annotator Agreement

Temporally-oriented possession is a new task, with a new annotation scheme. To

measure the soundness and reliability of the annotation scheme, a portion of the articles

(12/90, or 13%) are annotated by a second annotator. The articles were selected randomly

from a subset of articles of roughly average length for the corpus, in order to reduce oddi-

ties due to overly long (or short) texts. Inter-annotator agreement was calculated for each

annotation subtask. Overall, annotator agreement is very high, suggesting that the task is

well-defined and the annotation scheme reliable.

First, I look at identification of artifact-possessor pairs. Annotator A’s labels are

treated as a pseudo-gold standard and measure precision and recall of Annotator B’s labels

as compared to Annotator A. Precision is 0.97, and recall is 0.69.

Inter-annotator agreement for the temporal and certainty features is calculated only

for the set of artifact-possessor pairs identified by both annotators. For both possession

certainty and temporal relation certainty, Cohen’s κ is very high (0.92). Agreement is more

moderate, but still substantial, for the temporal features. Cohen’s κ for the temporal anchor

is 0.77. For temporal relations (before/during/after), Cohen’s κ is 0.76. For the order of

possession (the possession timeline), a list of ordered pairs of possessors for both annotators

generated and then compared. Precision between the two lists of pairs is 0.93, and recall is

0.90.
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7.6. Evaluation

Given the gold standard annotations (WikiPossessions corpus), and a system that

aims to predict those same annotations, the goal is to evaluate the performance of the system.

The title of the Wikipedia article is the possessee and is fixed. Possessors are found across

the entire article. The possessor is the entity of interest, and all other annotations, including

possessor certainty, temporal anchor, temporal relation, temporal relation certainty, and

order, are attributes of the possessor.

For each stage in the timeline generation process, I consider both a strict (exact

match) evaluation setting and a more relaxed partial match setting. The types of infor-

mation extracted and/or predicted allow for straightforward evaluation: the various subtasks

require named entities, years (or major historical events, realized as short text spans), labels

(binary for certainty tasks, 3-way for temporal relations), and ordering indices (integers).

Unless otherwise indicated, the evaluation metrics are precision, recall, and F1.

Stage One: Possessor Identification and Certainty. In the exact match setting,

an extracted possessor matches gold only if the spans are an exact match. Mismatches

caused by articles or prepositions on either side (gold or predicted) are ignored. An extracted

possessor is considered a partial match if at least one content word (defined loosely as neither

an article nor a preposition) matches between the two spans. For example, the gold span the

Netherlands and extracted span Netherlands are considered an exact match; the gold span

Museum of Modern Art and extracted span Modern Art are considered a partial match;

Museum of Modern Art and Queen of Sheba are not considered a match.

Possessor certainty is a binary task, with possible labels Certain and Uncertain. To

evaluate possessor certainty, I simply compare the predicted label to the gold label. In the

exact match setting, both the certainty label and the possessor must match with the gold, in

order to be considered correct. In the partial match setting, the possessor can be a partial

match with gold.

Stage Two: Temporal Anchoring, Temporal Relations, and Certainty. For

all three subtasks of Stage Two, exact match and partial match settings are as described for
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possessor certainty.

Temporal anchor evaluation must handle three different situations, with respect to

the type of answer required: a) year(s) vs. year(s); b) event vs. event; and c) year(s) vs.

event. Type (c) will always be considered incorrect. To evaluate type (b), I compare text

spans, requiring exact match as defined above. To evaluate type (c), I first convert each

date to both an upper bound and a lower bound. For example 1832 is converted to the pair

lower bound=1832 and upper bound=1832. The range 1815-1845 in converted to the pair

lower bound=1815 and upper bound=1845. Next, I generate all years between the lower and

upper bounds, for both predicted temporal anchor and gold temporal anchor, and calculate

precision and recall between the two sets of years.

This approach to evaluation fails to capture the importance of temporal proximity in

evaluating temporal reasoning systems. For example, if the gold temporal anchor is 1832,

we would prefer a system that predicts 1834 to a system that predicts 1934, though the

previously-outlined evaluation would score the two equally. To account for this, I introduce

a degree of tolerance for evaluating temporal anchors. If the degree of tolerance is 25%,

I allow for 25% error in predicting the temporal anchor. Specifically, I find the difference

between the lower bound and the upper bound in the gold standard (x) and compute an

adjustment rate y by multiplying x by the specified degree of tolerance. Next, both upper

and lower bound are adjusted by y (minimum value of 1), expanding the number of years in

the gold standard set.

Evaluation of temporal relations and certainty of temporal relation is relevant only

for possessors with an identified temporal anchor. In both cases, I simply compare predicted

labels (Before/During/After or Cert/Uncert) to gold labels, following the definitions of exact

and partial match given above.

Stage Three: Possession Timeline Generation. Finally, I evaluate the posses-

sion timeline. Although the timeline annotations take the form of order indices assigned

to individual possessors, comparison of indices between predicted and gold timelines would

magnify errors by overly punishing a system for missing one possessor in the timeline. To
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Subtask Heuristic

Poss.ID Extract all NEs of type PERS, ORG, LOC

Poss.Cert Label all possessors Certain

Temp.Anch Select DATE closest in text to possessor

Temp.Rel Label all relations During

TRel.Cert Label all relations Certain

Ordering Use order of appearance in text

Table 7.4. Heuristics used in baseline model.

give credit for correct ordering decisions, I use a pairwise evaluation strategy for possessor

ordering. Pairs of possessors are generated according to their order, where the first member

of the pair has an order index less than or equal to the second member of the pair, e.g. the

order annotations in Table 7.3 would produce the following pairs (partial set):

1. (vincent_van_gogh, ivan_morozov)

2. (vincent_van_gogh, moscow)

3. (ivan_morozov, moscow)

4. (moscow, ivan_morozov)

5. (vincent_van_gogh, soviet_authorities)

6. (ivan_morozov, soviet_authorities)

7. (moscow, soviet_authorities)

...

Precision and recall are computed by comparing the two sets of pairs. In the exact match

setting, both possessors in a pair must satisfy exact match conditions; for the partial match

setting, both possessors must be at least a partial match with gold.

7.7. Baseline Model

To demonstrate the viability of the TOP task, and also provide a comparison system,

I implement a very simple baseline model, with no learning.
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7.7.1. Model

The baseline model treats each subtask of the TOP task using a straightforward

heuristic (Table 7.4). First, the data is preprocessed using spaCy [25] for tokenization,

part-of-speech tagging, and named entity recognition and labeling. The tasks of possessor

identification and temporal anchor extraction rely on spaCy’s named entity output. All

entities labeled as person, organization, or location are extracted as possessors. To extract

the temporal anchor for a given possessor, the system looks for the closest expression labeled

as a date by spaCy;6 this can occur either before or after the possessor in the text. Degree

of tolerance is set at 10%, but does not improve results over a setting with no degree of

tolerance.

For certainty and temporal relation identification, the baseline applies the most fre-

quent label from the WikiPossessions corpus. To arrange possessors into a timeline, the

baseline follows linear order in the text, allowing no more than one occurrence of a given

possessor, no matter how often that possessor is mentioned in the original text.

7.7.2. Results

I evaluate the performance of the baseline model on the complete WikiPossessions

corpus, testing three different scenarios. In each scenario I evaluate using a different set of

extracted possessors, incorporating different amounts of knowledge. ALL indicates that I

keep every possessor extracted by the baseline model using the heuristic described above.

In ALLCORR, I filter the possessors in ALL, keeping only those which match the gold

standard. In the ORACLE scenario, I skip the baseline possessor identification step and

instead use the full set of possessors from the gold standard.7 For the first two scenarios,

the exact match and partial match settings, are compared as described in Section 7.6. All

possessors in ORACLE are exact matches. Results appear in Table 7.7.2.

As a whole, results from the baseline system demonstrate the need for learning. The

low precision of possessor identification using the baseline heuristic is expected, but less

6spaCy tags years, months, events, and year ranges (e.g. 1530-1545) as dates.

7Recall is below 1 because, unlike the gold, the oracle doesn’t allow multiple occurrences of the same possessor.
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Poss.

ID

Poss.

Cert

Temp.

Anch.

Temp.

Rel.

Temp.

Cert.

Ordering

ALL

Exact

Match

P 0.03 0.03 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.001

R 0.35 0.34 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.06

F1 0.06 0.06 0.006 0.008 0.008 0.001

Partial

Match

P 0.06 0.06 0.008 0.02 0.02 0.002

R 0.65 0.64 0.10 0.24 0.22 0.26

F1 0.11 0.11 0.014 0.04 0.04 0.004

ALLCORR

Exact

Match

P 1.00 0.89 0.08 0.14 0.14 0.47

R 0.35 0.34 0.036 0.063 0.06 0.06

F1 0.52 0.49 0.05 0.09 0.08 0.11

Partial

Match

P 1.00 0.97 0.15 0.35 0.33 0.64

R 0.65 0.64 0.10 0.24 0.02 0.26

F1 0.79 0.77 0.12 0.28 0.04 0.37

ORACLE

P 1.00 0.93 0.21 0.50 0.50 0.16

R 0.89 0.86 0.20 0.48 0.52 0.48

F1 0.94 0.89 0.20 0.49 0.51 0.24

expected is the relatively low recall (0.35 exact match, 0.65 partial match). Even though

the annotation instructions restrict possessors to be persons, locations, or organizations,

NE recognition systems capture fewer than 75% of possessors, even in the relaxed partial

match setting. Precision increases in the ALLCORR scenario, as I filter extracted possessors

by matching to the gold standard. The low recall, however, results in low performance in

downstream tasks.

Finally, in the ORACLE scenario I assume the gold-standard set of possessors. The

results for temporal anchor extraction are very low (0.20 F1, with similarly low precision and

recall), demonstrating that the date in the text nearest to the string indicating the possessor

is rarely an appropriate temporal anchor for the associated possession event. A similar
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conclusion can be drawn from ORACLE results for possessor ordering. Linear ordering

according to appearance in the text results in poor performance; reasoning is required.

7.8. Summary

This chapter presents WikiPossessions, a new corpus of articles annotated for subtasks

leading to the generation of possession timelines. The corpus is intended as a new evaluation

benchmark for reading comprehension systems; successful completion of the subtasks requires

inference over long text spans. Annotated data, evaluation scripts, and a heuristic baseline

model will be made available.

The corpus focuses on (mostly) famous paintings, but the task is open-domain. The

task formulation and evaluation methods can be used to track possession in other types of

texts, such as ball possession in various sports, or even changes of employment. Temporally

anchored possessions may be useful for analyzing the history of artifacts, or for enriching

more general event timelines.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS

Possession relations are present in all languages, and they can reflect relationships,

values, concepts and cultural changes [2]. This dissertation presents methodologies to extract

possessions and their attributes. Chapter 1 introduces the possession extraction task and the

motivation behind extracting possessions. Chapter 2 details the previous work on possession

from a linguistics perspective moving on to computational approaches to extract possession.

In Chapter 3, I extract possessions at the sentence level. I present techniques to

generate plausible possessor-possessee pairs. Then, I elaborate on the annotation guidelines

to extract possession existence, possession type, and temporal anchors. I perform a detailed

corpus analysis, and built models using traditional machine learning algorithms and neural

networks. I also conduct an ablation study on the features used in the neural network models

and an error analysis between the best performing model and the gold corpus.

Experimental results show that to identify possession existence the entire sentence

is useful. On the other hand, to identify possession type, information about the possessor,

possessee, and the verb is more important. Error analysis shows that machine learning

models could benefit in identifying possession existence and possession types, if they have

access to world knowledge and linguistic phenomena like entailment and presupposition.

In chapter 4, I capture two attributes of possession—possession duration and co-

possession. I work on the already existing possession corpora from Banea et al.[11] and the

corpora from Chapter 3. To extract possession duration, I present annotation strategies

to determine possession duration using a lower bound and upper bound value. I present

techniques to convert these bound values to class labels which is useful in building models.

Annotating co-possession is straightforward and does not require any label conversion. I

present a detailed corpus analysis and build models to extract possession duration and co-

possession.

The corpus shows that people possess objects (possessee) for a short (less than 6
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hours), medium (greater than 6 hours and less than 10 months), or long (greater than 10

hours) period of time. It is to be noted that the duration of possession does not depend on

the possessee alone.

In Chapter 5, I temporally anchor possessors for a single possessee over time. I

present a technique to pair plausible possessors and years from the Wikipedia articles. I

provide annotation strategies to temporally anchor possessors over years, thereby capturing

change in possessions. I present a detailed corpus analysis and a LSTM ensemble model to

capture possessors change over time.

In Chapter 6, I extract possessions from social media posts, that include both texts

and images. I present techniques to select social media posts that could possibly indicate

a possession relation. Then I present annotation guidelines to capture possession existence,

possession type, and temporal anchors of possession with respect to the time stamp of the

social media post. Additionally, I also present guidelines to identify if the author of a social

media post has an interest over a plausible possessee, regardless of possession existence.

Later, I conduct detailed corpus analysis and build models to extract possessions from social

media.

The annotations and the experimental results prove that images are useful in iden-

tifying possession information apart from the text. Crucially, neural networks benefit from

considering objects and events in an image, and representing them as textual pre-trained

embeddings.

In Chapter 7, I extract possessions and their attributes at document level and generate

a possession timeline. I present annotation techniques to change of possessions, temporal

anchors of possession, certainty of possessors and temporal anchors, and finally the order of

possession. Following that, I present evaluation strategies to validate systems that generate a

possession timeline over the Wikipedia. I conclude Chapter 7 by presenting baseline systems

to generate the Wikipossession timeline.

These dense annotations are useful in understanding the difficulty of the possession

extraction task.
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The approach used in this dissertation relies heavily on existing NE taggers for select-

ing plausible possessors. There is a chance that plausible possessors are not selected as the

NE taggers are not able to capture them. Another caveat is when a possessor is not a named

entity (e.g. sister, painter, etc.,), which therefore is not captured. When choosing plausible

possessee, I handpick WordNet synsets that could possibly include a concrete possessee. I

acknowledge this process could miss out plausible possessees that belong to other sysnsets,

and argue that no subset of WordNet synsets would be perfect.

8.2. Future Work

This dissertation paves the way to several possible future works. The work described

here focuses only on physical concrete possessions. Other possessions such as abstract pos-

sessions, kinship, and part-whole possessions can be extracted from one or more of the

communication modalities. Extracting abstract possessions would be useful to study human

behavior; kinship to study inter-personal relationships; and part-whole possessions are useful

to understand effect of whole over the part and vice-versa.

The work descried in Chapter 4 introduces the concept of co-possession, i.e., when

more than one possessor is in possession of a possessee at the same time It would be interest-

ing to study the possessions of a single possessor over many possessees. This study would be

useful to compare and analyze possessors with less possessions versus possessors with more

possessions, and understand the social well-being of possessors.

The current work extracts possessions only from English. It would be interesting to

extract possessions from other languages and study if they are comparable to extracting

English possessions. This study would be useful to analyze what possessions depend on

culture and what possessions do not.

This work described here does not use any meta-data about the possessor or the

possessee. Extracting possessions considering the social parameters such as age, location,

profession, etc. of the possessor would be useful to understand the who possessions vary
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with respect to these parameters. For example, it is likely that toddlers possess more toys

than adults.

Apart from extracting possessions from text and images as explained in this work,

possessions can be extracted from other modalities such as videos and audios. For example,

tracking a football from a football match video or the radio commentary would be interesting.
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The research presented in this dissertation has resulted in the following publications.

(1) Dhivya Chinnappa, Srikala Murugan and Eduardo Blanco. 2019. Extracting Posses-

sions from Social Media: Images Complement Language. In Proceedings of the 2019

Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing (EMNLP). Hong

Kong, China. Available at https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/D19-1061.pdf

(2) Dhivya Chinnappa, Alexis Palmer and Eduardo Blanco. 2019. Temporally-oriented

possession: A corpus for tracking possession over time . In Proceedings of the 2019

Conference on Society for Computation in Linguistics(SCiL), Extended abstracts.

New York City, United States. Available at https://scholarworks.umass.edu/

cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1064&context=scil

(3) Dhivya Chinnappa and Eduardo Blanco. 2018. Possessors Change Over Time: A

Case Study with Artworks. In Proceedings of the 2018 Conference on Empirical

Methods in Natural Language Processing (EMNLP). Brussels, Belgium. Available

at https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/D18-1251.pdf

(4) Dhivya Chinnappa and Eduardo Blanco. 2018. Mining Possessions: Existence,

Type and Temporal Anchors. In Proceedings of the 16th AnnualConference of

the North American Chapter of the Association for Computational Linguistics

(NAACL) . New Orleans, United States. Available at https://www.aclweb.org/

anthology/N18-1046.pdf
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I present data statement for each dataset provided in this dissertation following Ben-

der and Friedmen [13].

The dataset preseted in Chapter 3 includes labels for 979 sentences from OntoNotes

selected to contain a plausible possessor and a plausible possessee. The labels indicate

possession existence, possession time, and temporal relations of possession. The labels were

chosen by an Asian Computer Science graduate student living in the United States.

The dataset presented in Chapter 4 builds on top of already existing possession cor-

pora indicating a possession relation, including labels for 1,168 sentences. The labels indicate

a lower bound and an upper bound temporal value for possession duration, a class label for

possession duration, and a class label for co-possession. The labels were chosen by an Asian

Computer Science graduate student living in the United States.

The dataset presented in Chapter 5 includes labels for 12,913 possessor-year pairs

from selected Wikipedia articles about a single possessee—mostly Wikipedia articles on

paintings. The labels indicate if the possessor in the pair, possessed the painting before,

during, or after the year in the pair. The labels were chosen by an Asian Computer Science

graduate student living in the United States.

The dataset in Chapter 6 includes labels for 5,000 tweets including an image and a

text. The labels indicate possession existence, possession time, and temporal relations of

possession, and interest in possessee. The labels were chosen by an Asian Computer Science

graduate student living in the United States.

The dataset in Chapter 7 presents dense annotations over Wikipedia articles about

a single possessee—mostly Wikipedia articles on paintings. Annotations include the pos-

sessors, certainty of possessors, temporal anchors of possession, certainty of the temporal

anchors, and temporal relations corresponding to the temporal relation. Though the source

articles are the same for the datasets presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 7, there is no over-

lap in the labels and the annotation process. The labels were chosen by an Asian Computer

Science graduate student living in the United States.
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